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On April 13, 14, and Is; the Bard St':ldents for
a New Society (SNS), and Latin American
OrganiZation (LAO), and Bard Solidarity Group,
with the cooperation of the Feminist Alliance
and Sociology-Anthropology Club, and Bard
Political Studies Dep~rtment, will hold a major
three day protest. The protest will focus on
US ... intervention in El Salvador, as well as the
growing political repression of American Indians,
independence supporters in Puerto Rico, and
.the political camp.aign of racism and anti-Semitism
developing in the United States. The teach-in
'will ex~ine the political and social effects of
the Re.agan Administration and New Right on
various ~oups including the Women's movement,
minorities and the poor.
The de~lopment of the New Right and the
election of the Reagan Administration can be
traced to new patterns in the American political
economy. New Deal liberalism collapsed once .
the Keynesian Coalition fell apart. The New
DEal fell apart because of an e~onomic depression
which pushed against profit rates. The corporations have lost profits also with the development
of the OPEC bloc. Once profits declined, the
only source . for income gains for corporations
was to cut into workers' rn:come through inflation and to decrease tax rates. Pec~easing tax
rates m~ans a decline in social services. Cutting
into to work:e~s' income through inflation and
·. killing ~a~or reform and wage gains means that
business and labor no longer feel common
interests. A corporate labor movement is becoming
obsolete for business since business can no longer
buy off labor. They don't have the mony since
profits are not expanding. The success of the
Ne,w Deal coalition of Blacks, liberal ethnics and
the trade union movement lead to a cut in
corporate profits since this coalition was responsible
for rising tax rates to pay for social services and
increased the power o( labor . A stronger and more
secure labor mo~ement threatened business and
profits. The end result of Reagan-Economics
means declm.ing social s~rvices and rising. SupplySide Unemployment. Thus, employment n? .
longer keeps the society secure as much ~ before.
Unemployment rates increatse and so groups compete!
with each other, tensions rise. Jewish support
for the Bakke decision and fear of quotas revealed
this trend. Unemployment means crime and crime
-or the fear of it- means increased surveillance
and harassment of the poor and minorities. The
decline in social se.mces means c~e too, the fear
.and reality of crime means political repression.
The decfuie of the anti-War Movement and awareness of FBI and CIA practices means increasing
charter
FBI and CIA power. The new FBI
political movements to protest utility hikes,
such as Mass Fare Share's utility rate ftght in
cont. on P'(P
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
REVIEWS B&G SEX
DISCRIMINATION
AND RAILROADS
EL SALVADOR

3-DAY
PROTEST
AT BARD
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by Hal Hisey

At the board of trustees meeting on March
27, · 1981, the students asked for two policy
statements from the board: the £irst one concerned job discrimination ,on the basis of sex;
the second one dealt with the United States
military involvement in E1 Salvador.
The B&G job description manual plainly
spells out the duties and qualifications required
for every B&G position. The job descriptions
for the custodian and maid/housekeeper are
virtually the s~e. Of the eleven Specifjc
Responsibilitbs and Duties, only item eight is
different: custodian-"moving and placing of
furniture as required and directed"; maid"Assist in working with custodians in cleaning
assignments, and placing of furnishings". The
qualific;ations for the two jobs are exactly
the same. For this one discrepancy in the
job description, the custodians receive $.52
more per hour. In ~ddition to this, the
women's wages are raised on a percentage basis
while the men have a set pay increase. This
means that each year the discrepancy between
their wages is greater.
I asked the board how they felt about
equal pay f~r equal work, and about this
blatant example of sex discrimination. President
Botstein was quick to retort that equal pay
is not a College policy. He also said that B&G
was "the area where I have the least amount of
expertise," and referred the issue to Dimitri
Papadimitriou. The J?&G workers now have a
delegation who have met with Papadimitriou
and are trying to narrow the wage gap. He
also said that the differences in the job description was more than meets the eye. The
maids, of course, contend differently.
So, this matter is "under study" by Papadimitriou, who will report to the board at
the next meeting. The board did agree that
this great discrepancy in pay could ·not be
tolerated and that there is no conscious effort
by the college to discriminate on the basis . of
sex. ·
We then asked for a statement from the
board concerning U.S. involvement in El Salvador. William F. Rueger, the chainnan of the
b.oard of trustees. said that individually he was
sure that the members of the board had opinions about this issue; however, the board has
very carefully avoided taking positions on social
issues. He s.a id that he reifu-ded it most improper
for the board to address issues of this kind. The
boar4 does respect all opinions on issues such,
as these and believes that the college should
be the proper· forum for the airing of these

ideas.f

WHEN I WALKED ON THIS
CAMPUS. I FELT LIKE I
MET WALT DISNEY
We live on a planet where property rights
are held above human rights. John Trudel
came to Bard to remind us of this; we seem to
forget it in an institution where "rights" are
too frequently confused with "privileges". The
Bard Solidarity Group sponsored John Trudel,
who spoke on Politics Today: From an
Et.vironmentalist Perspective to a Political
Activist Pe~ective this April 'fth.
Brother John is an American Indian from the
Society of Peoples struggling to be free. This
struggle is for freedom from the oppression
"that puts us in this confusing condition".

The struggle is spearheaded by the American
Indians, as they realize that freedom died on
their land 500 years ago. nte Indians never
got the chance to pretend that the American
sys~m did anything "good" for them; how
could it when it is a. system that feeds on
destruction?
Tru.del stated that ''We understand that
the Fourth Reich is here, and it is a corporate
Reich that owns governments." It is a Reich
that mold; us into consumers from the moment
we are separated trom the nurturing relationship
with our mothers, and fed the artificial milk
that marks our birth into the corporate world.
We are plopped down in front of the TV and
taught what to do so that others will like us.
We are taught to appreciate "convenience"
items like electric hairdryers and can openers,
without realizing that we have to attack
Mother Earth to do so.
American consumers want to pretend that
voting for a president will solve our problems.
They want to pretend that Congress votes in
our best interests. They want to pretend that
they are the moral majority, and God's gonna
get them out of this.
John Trudel came to remind us of this, and
to call us to action. It is in our mutual interests
to join together and fight for the Natural Rights
of the Mother Earth. The only way to insure
our survival is not to run from it, but to stand
and face it. "Take your mind away from your
enemy, and you have taken away their greatest
weapon." Stop being lazy and get moving.
There is no · excuse when it comes to survival.e

CON ED IN RED HOOK
(green Times)-Whether coal-fired power plants are
built at the Red-Hook-Clermont liite now hinges
upon the fate of two other proposed ;lants, according
to Russell Blair, Con Ed spokesman.
If permission is gained for a coal and garbage
burning plant at Travis (Arthur Kill, Long Island)
and for the Prattsville pumped scorage plant, then
Red Hook will not be needed, Blair said. If, however,
one or both fail to gain approval. the Red HookClermont site in Dutchess and Columbia Counties
would be needed.
Blair predicted a need for the electricity
produced by a new plant by 1987, for Con Ed to
"meet its commitments". Demand predic:tions.
it should be pointed out, have been lowered annually
for the past several years. Originally, the Red Hookdermont site was to have applied for licences
in 1981, and produced power by 1991. Up to six
coal or four nuclear ,Plants were planned.
The timetable w.is pushed back several times
until last year it went off the 15-yearplan submitted
by the Power Pool, a utility consortium. If the
trend continues, Con Ed's 1987 target may be
stretched out, too.
But, you might ask, how could a coal plant be
built by 1987 when before even the utility predicted a 10-year lapse between ,applying and
going on-line?
cont'd pg. 11
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INDIAN POINT: MESSY AND DEADLY

charles Lenk

been at Indian Point? It would have been calamitous."
of the area would blow the fallout from a meltdown
Let us consider what could be the pli~ht of a resi-Robert Ryan, Director-of
dent of southeasterit Pennsylv;.ia-say, 'a round Lancaster,
right into the city, the m«?st populous in the country.
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Office
So,then. what would happen if Indian Point melted
the. home of the Amish-in this year of 1981, 'almost exbefore
testimony
sworn
in
Programs
State
of
Three
the
of
Th~ 1975 Rasmussen Report, since debunked
down?
nea~:-meltdown
the
after
actly two years
the President's Commission on the TMI Acci- by the NRC as considerably understating the situation,
Mile. Island Pow~r Plant near Harrisburg. Only,say, there
hazards a guess ~s to what the results of an "average"
dent, October 9, 1979.
was no "near"; no shutdown three minutes away from
meltdown would be (see table). Even in a rural situaThe Indian Point Plant should be a familiar sight to
the crisis point, no "accident averted" headlines, no
tion, these figures are underexaggerated; place Rasmusanyone who has ever t~ken the Amtrak train between
nothing. Now, our resident could choose to bemoan
sen's meltdown in Westchester County and these figures
New York and Albany or driven along Route 9W.
several things as he sits on his porch that faces the east
It is there, bro~ding, right on the Hudson-two enormous become totally irrelevant. What is relevant is that,
(to the west is a lot better view, but it is decidcly un- .
tall concrete domes, one iower dome, a tall SJnokehealthy to look at the glow there at night). He cpuld
were Indian Point to suddenly resemble one of those
bemoan that ersatz dairy pr:lducts have turned his stom-_ stack, and uncountable smaller buildings. "ForJidorange-juice can volcanoes that you made for first-grade
ding", perhaps is the word; it has the look of a topach one time too many- for when the TMI plant melted
science, a large area of the country's richest section
security military installation about it. It is the oldest
down, it contaminated the Lehigh Valley, one of the
would become uninhabitable(how large an area,is, of
'the
say
many
and
country,
the
il}
plant
power
nuclear
He
C~ast.
East
the
of
richest dairy-producing areas
course, unknown, since a meltdown is an unprecedented
most dangerous. Out of the threee reactors on the
could be annoyed that h~ has to drink Genessee Cream,
event), and an incredible amount of people would die
site, one (Unit 1-the low dome) is closed down permafor the home of his favorite beer-Rolling Rock-is in .
from radiation-at least as many would die trying to flee
nately and the other two (Units 2 and 3, the tall domes) frof!1 the area (according to Civil Defense, New York
Lati:obe and well within the contaminatiqn radius from
are in sporadic operation. Though both of these units
TMI also'. He could be upset at not· having a good seaCity would take a week to evacuate in case of nuclear
(like Unit l) were built by Consolidated Edison, one
food dinner in a year, for when TMlleaked into the
attack). There is no set evacuation plan for the area
is now owned by Con Ed and the other by the Po~er
Susquehanna it affected the ecological balance of the
of Indian POint: Con Ed gives the responsibilty to the
Authority of the State of New York (PASNY); It is
chesapeake · Bay so badly that most of the Delmarva
county officials, who give the responsibility to the state,
true, as Con Ed claims, that Indian Point has be·en
He could be angry that the latest
area went broke.
who simply say it isn't their responsibility. All in all,
in operation 18 years without an accident; Con Ed's
edict from Omaha (the government cent~r had been
the map of the East Coast would be altered radically.
subsequent claim, that the chaces of an accident haptemporarily moved there from Washington pending the
Does Con Ed have the right tu take this chance?
pening there are so small as to not bear discussion, is
results of a study of the effe~ts of the radiation in the
This, the first reason, is what could happen. Relative
a lot more open to question.
Capitol district) means that his taxes will go up, as the
to this is the second reason, what has happened; as I have
Nuclear power is a force that should command a
government is trying to move everyone out '?f the 50 .
said before, there are certain deficiencies in the way IndiaiJ
were
respect
that
If
does.
it
than
resp-ect
more
lot
barem
further
the
itself
spare
to
TMI
of
nrlle radius
Point is built and maintained. Deficiencies, perhaps; that
gained, it could prove to be 'one of the most beneficial
assment of the continued death from cancer and radiait shares with many other plants; but also deficiencies that
things man has discovered; if the proper amount of
cion sickness. He could be sad that of his close sircle
no nuclear p~ant should be allowed to have, much less one
·of friends and relatives, at least one quarter are now dead work was done to insure its safety, nuclear power
that has the potential to alter as much as Indian Point.
could be a good idead. But Indian Point...no.
and another quarter are suffering radiation-related wastThese are the important deficiencies, the ones that can
There are two major reasons why one might be an
ing diseases. He could be worried that he will always
lead to a meltdown in one .way or another. Not problems
opponent of Con Ed. The first, which will bear much
· fear to go to a doctor, for that the doctor might find
that deal with the workers' s~fety (though Con Ed is careexplanation later, is that the safety precautions that are
out about him that he has seen happen ,;o often to
ful to stress that their radiation allowance of 1.25 rems pe1
taken there are inadequate. Although this nothing indiother people in the last year. Or he might be afraid
qua~~r andS rems per year is less than the NRC-allowed
deficienglaring
certain
;re
there
Point,
Indian
to
genous
throwbegin
just
all,
at
doctor
the
need
not
~ll
he
that
3 rems/quarter and 12 rems/year, it is reported that this
of
top
on
situati9n
plant's
the
security,
lay
as
cies-such
morning...
some
ing up blood
is very laxly enforced and that workers are not allowed to
problems
the
disposal,
waste
an earthquake fault, on-sjte
Rather grim outlook for our friend, isn't it?
'see the figures for the radiation they have absorbed) or wit
Innumerable people who had the misfortune to be living inherent in a pressurized water reactor, etc. More about the management of the plant (Con Ed buys off possible
where they could be affected by what went on in Harris- all these in a bit. More importantly, and the thing that
complaints by neighborhood .residents by paying their prop
erty taxes). These are problems that mean Indian Point
burg faced a similar outlook two.years ago. What is more stes J.P. aside from the gamut of other unsafe reactors,
is the argument that Mr. Ryan talked about earlier, the
pays S800,000 a year in insurance premiums - the highest
important is that we face similar outlook now, or at
argument that would make me as adament about the
paid by a nuclear plant in the country.
any ·given time in the future-as lo~g as the nuclear
plant's abolition if I lived in Idaho-the placing of the
The more research I do on Indian Point, the more seriplant at Indian Poittt remains in operation.
deficiencies in the plant's design and operation I turn
ous
plant.
on
reactor
"I ~hink it is insane to have a three-unit
Con
Even
situation.
bad
a
is
it
it,
about
doubt
No
The most serious is the location of the plant 3,000
from
up.
miles
40
County,
the Hudson River in Westchester
the
of
10%
Plant).
of
history
(see
that
on
agrees
Ed
Times Square, 20 mile. from the Bronx . . And if ·you
yards f~om ~ branch of the Ramapo Fault, an earthqu~ke
plate that. is largely considered to be inactive (though it
describe that 50-mile circle, you've got 21million people., country's population lives ;,..n,thin a fifty-mile radius of
· Indian Point-50 miles being the agreed-upon distance
has shown small signs of life recr.ntly ). It is probable
And that's crazy. I'm sorry. Ijust don't think that's
that, as Con Ed says, the plant has very little to fear from
for effects on a nuclear meltdown. That includ~s· New
. _the right place to put a nuclear reactor .. .It's a nightYork City, Western Long Island, Northern New Jersey,
mar~'· f1 om the point of emergency preparedness.
Everybody says what.-a terrible situati-on we had at Three Western Connecticut and all of Eastern New Y

a

Mile Island, but can you imagine what it would have
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.Fk11t of a. series...
the Ramapo Fault, both because a quake is unlikely and,
if one did occur, the plant is supposed to be built strongly
enough to withstand the effects of a 7-on-the-Richter-scale
- but one never knows, does one? The fact that an 8-force
quake could dump Units 2 and 3 into the Hudson scares
me. With the reactors would go the spent fuel that has
been accumulating since 1962, all of it stored. on site, immersed in boron water. By conservative estimates, both
Con Ed and PASNY will run out of storage space ~thin
five years, and there are apparently no plans for what is to
be done with this highly radioactive material when the
plant is closed down in 2006. While on-site storage may
largely preclude the threat of the spent fuel falling into the
wrong hands, it increases the potential intensity of a meltdown_- for were the reactors to go, it would evaporate the
water the rods are stored in, and their radioactivity would
be released. After this, there is the apparent lack of security (again, see the history attatched) that could lead to disaster if even a badly prepared terrorist group took it into
their minds to seize the plant. Also, there is the basic design of the plant itself. It is a fressurized Water Reactor;
the same type that is in use at Thr~e Mife Island and elsewhere and is particularly susceptible to failure of the· cooling mechanism, thus possibly leading to a meltdown. Although PWR's are generally considered safe, any breakdown
in the water-cooling function must lead to a §hutdown - a
frequent problem Indian Point shares with all other PWR's.
Wh.ile these problems might be considered general,
there are equally dangerous specific ones. These have been
noted in a petition the Union of Concern~d Scientists, a
Cambridge-based non-profit organization that in the past
two years has caused. the temporary shutdowns ~f six nuclear plants for safety violations, presented to the government in 1979. (Much of the information was supplied by
Key UCS member Robert Pollard.) The petition: charges
that:
1: The safety standards for both Units 2 and 3 are so
lax that neither could receive a license from the NRC were
they to apply for one today;
2. The Emergency Diesel Generators for Unit 2, which
supply back-up power in case the mairi power system malfunctions and are crucial for preventing a meltdown, are
inadequately housed in a building that would not withstand a hurricane or minor earthquake;
3. The Auxiliary Feedwater system, the system whose
malfunction led to improper cooling of the exposed core
of Three
Island, is inadequate in Unit 2;
4. The Hre protection for electrical cables in both

Mile

CW.Ieuhow areas within 5, 10, %0 and 30 miles oflndian Point complex.
units, proven to be important in the near-disasterous. ftre
at the Browns Ferry, Alabama nuclear plant in 1975, is inadequate (were the cables to be eaten by flre, the plant's
electrical system would be useless and a meltdown likely);
5. The entire plant has inadequate monitoring for after
an accident, should one occur, making clean-up practically
impossible.
None of these problems have been remedied, and Indian
Point has not been shut down.
What would happen were the plant to be shut down?
Well, despite the fact that Con Ed customers already pay
the highest utility rates in the nation, a government survey
by the General Accounting Service says that rates will jwnp
$600 million a year if Indian Point were dosed permanently.
Despite this projected increase, there would not be a power
shortage, just as there is not every time the plant is closed
for refueling or repairs: even without Indian Point, Con
Ed maintains a power Margin Above Peak of more-than
25%, whlle the Federal Power Commission reccomniends
a margin of 20%. Con Ed claims that Indian Point is essential to its operation; they apparently do not take into
consideration that this part of their operation, that othersources consider non-essential, could destroy their entire
operation - and everything around it.

Fatalities F
The consequences of the most serio~s accident
analyzed in WASH-1400 were as follows:*
Fatalities (from acute radiation sickness) ..... 3,300
Fatalities (from radiation-induced cancers) ... 45,000
Non-Fatal Illnesses. ............ :.................. ~ ....... 285,000
Genetic Defects (in first generation
born after the accident) ............... 5,100**
Property Damage .................................. $14 billion
Land Area Requiring Decontamination... 3,200
square miles
Area Requiring Relocation of Population ... 290
square miles .
*Prepared from results in Reactor Safety Study,
Tables 5-7 and 5-8, Main Report, pp. 84-85.
**This nwnber assumes continuing appearances
of genetic defects for 30 years. In fact, genetic
defects would continue to appear for 4 to 5
generations.
(a brief history of Indian Point on pg. 11)
Next issue ... A visit to the Indian Point Plant
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FITS: A TEXTBOOK
EDUCATION
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a warning to the Third World. Two, the decJi.ne of
Programs administration to provide shorter-term benefits
the New Left and Anti-War Movement means that there
to the targeted landless citizens. And all of this while the
is no organized force to protest imperialism. Until
efficiency of food..Jistribution in El Salvador remains
we act there will be El Salvador's. The repression
frighteningly low. After such incisive criticism of the
campaign can only be stopped unless we act against
Land Reform Program that the New York Times called
both the political and econotnic catnpaign of Reagan
prematur«:
rather
"truly progressive" and "successful" (a
the corporations. charles Dumas, Mid-Hudson
and
assessment in light of the fact that, with two-thirds of
CARAS Vice-President, linked increasing Klan and
the program yet to be implemented, only %15 of it is
Nco-Nazi violence to the decline of social services
actually operative), Carlos Paredes took over. Paredes
was formerly a member of the current Junta, but resigned and the depression in the economy. He said the
Atlanta killings created a climate of fear among
from it in protest late last year.
Black Youth. It seems that forces are working to
"How would your proposal for· Land Reform be any
prevent us from organizing a resistance. A similar
different from what the Junta is trying to doll'' asked a
climate of fear is developing in Puerto Rico. There
hostile member of the audience. Climbing to his feet,
murders of Independence supporters, supported
two
program.
other
~o
Paredes shouted back "There can be
agents, is creating fear among the
government
by
But we will implement it-without the 'help' of RightWing Security Force$." .Reform with the "help" of Right population.
MORATORIUM SCHEDUAL
Wing Security Forces, one imagines, is like vegetables grown
with the "aid" of pesticides; death is simply delayed. My
On April 13, Rafael Cancel Miranda, one of the
Social Studies _book carefully explained that the American four original Puerto Rican Nationalist arrested in the
Revolution was fought to halt (British) Imperialism and
US Congress in the early fifties, will be coming to
pave the way for self-Dete~inism. If you change the
Bard. Miranda is a leader of the Puerto Rican Indeverb tenses and substitute "Salvadorean" for "American," pendence movement. He will speak on this movement
Paredes was saying the same thing about the war now
and talk about 'Puerto Rican Nationalism and Politics.'
being waged by the F:i;)R.
and THE NATIONAL·
PUERTO RIC'-)
The films,
I don't think I'll be dusting off my Social Studies
ISTS will be shown.
textb~ok again for awhile. As for the New York Times,
On Aprill4, there will be a panel discussion of
I'll probably still read it, because there's a small chance
that,_ if another 30 Thousand Americans are massacred, I POLITICAL REPRESSidN IN THE AMERICAS :
e speakers include: Bill Kunstler, former attorney
might find a story about it in a little box on Page 32-but
the Chicago 7, who will speak on ' REPRESSION
for
I won't hold my breath.
USA;' Robert Cohen, Director of the
THE
IN
bornthe
prove
to
"Is the Reagan Administration out
Legal Project of the National Lawyers
Rico
Puerto
again machismo" of the United States? But, then, why
on 'Repression in Puerto Rico: A
speak
will
Guild,
doesn't the United States show its bravery i~ Kabul or
New Assault in the 1980's;' Charles Dumas, ViceWarsaw? Since it cannot take vengeance in Iran, must it
President of the Mid-Hudson Coalition Against Racism
take it in El Salvador? Is it bravery or cowardice t~ slap
around a pal~, underfed 9-year-old child? Why are General and Anti-Semitism, will talk about 'Racism & AntiSemitism in the Hudson Valley;' and Ken Stern,
Alexander M. Haig Jr.'s sabers rattling!'"
Them's fightin' words. And you know what? I found Attorney for the American Indian Movement, will
discuss 'The Repression of American Indians.' The
them in the New York Times-but don't be too suprised;
discussion will occur in KLINE COMMONS, the
they were on the Editorial Page. The author is- Carlos
COMMITTEE ROOMS at 8:00.P.M.
Fuentes, a Mexican Novelist who echoed the same
sentiments when he spoke here at Bard last semester.
On April 15, there will be a disucssion of
A few days before his letter was printed, the New Y ark
the effects of Reagan's and the New Right's
Times headline read "U.S. says Salvador is Vfextbook
policies on women, foreign policy' and
case' of Communist Plot.'' I bet I know what textbook
orities and social s~rvices. Chris Stansell
they were using,
discuss 'Sexual Freedom in the 1980's.'

PROTEST . ••
The 15th will be the day of an all day
fast and moratorium on classes. Students
who want to protest Reagan's policies, intervention in El Salvador, repression of women,
Indians and the Independence fighters can
make their voices heard. The fast will help
pay for buses fmancing the trip to the May 3rd
March on Washington (The American Intervention in El Salvador Protesi;;.
At 2:00 to 1:30 in the afternoon, after the
above panel, the fllm: revolution or death will
be shown in Kline commons. The evening will
involve a musical program including Billy Mulligan,
Irish Folksinger who did many of the biggest
rallies in the former anti-War Movement.
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PCB LEAKS ON CAMPUSE

E50

WHO DID KILL
JFK, RFK, MLK, & MJK ?

P.J. SNYDER
Similarly, employees at a Cornell University building
(CPS) - Students at three eastern schools remain unconsoled by university assurances that leaks of toxic compounds used for meat processing tried for two year to get the university administration to repair a leak in a basement transin campus buildings aren't dangerous fo~ dorm residents
former.
and university employees.
Recently the problem got worse. One woman who
Over the last few months, discovery of leaks of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), a highly toxic chemical often worked in the building said fellow workers with offices
near the transformer wouldn't even venture into the hair
used as a coolant in electrical transformers, at the Univerbecause the smell was "terrible."
sity of Maryland and Cornell and Wesleyan universityies
Lineman Gordon Roberts found that the level of PCBs
have led to often heated exchanges between students, adwas lowered so much by evaporation that there was a danministrators and government official~.
ger of the transformer overheating and exploding,
Maryland students angered by their administration's
Amid fea:rs expressed by one Cornell professor that
apparent inaction over PCB leaks at three campus residences
airborne PCB could be absorbed into the fat tissues of the
themselves notified the Environmental Protection Agency.
meat being processed upstairs, Cornell administrators finall
Though one of the leaks. had been discovered as long
brought in outside contractors to close the l~ak. Final
ago as August, 1980, they had gone unrepaired because
repairs
were made by the end of March.
the leaks were in locked room& and weren't dangerous, exRoberts says that all material and equipment used in
plains Steve Tranum, overseer of Maryland's electric shop.
the repairs have been sent to the EPA '~to be legal and
But Bill Gunter, toxic substances expert at the EPA,
above-board."
.says any ''use ~f a leaking transf~rmer is a violation of the
Yet officials of the Northeast Utilities company in
rules."
Middletown, Ct., home of Wesleyan University, .couldn't
Though one transformer was shut down but not reavoid legall'roblems in connection with their alleged mismoved, and another was fixed over winter break, a third
handling
of PCBs.
was kept in operation because fixing it would "require
About
100 students and residents protested Northeast'
turning off the electricity for eight hours," says Jack Cuoke,
burning
of
PCB-contaminated
oil at its generating plant in
campus maintenance supervisor.
late February, and are now awaiting the results of a court
EPA officials ultimately determined the third leak was
appeal to prevent further burning.
a "weep," or a leak the size of a tear. Glen Kuntz of the
''This sort of thing happens all the time -- corporations
EPA says a weep is a ''minor problem" is wiped off.
trying to dump their chemicals in public places," argued
Maryland studt;nts angrily asked the administration to
. one student interviewed by the Wesle3.an Argu~. This time
repair the "minor problem" quickly, even if it meant cut"it just happens to be in Middletown."
ting ~ff electricity.
.
Public attention to the dangers
PCB reVived in Feb"Hopefully they're right that a little exposure won't
ruary,
v.rhen
a
transformer
using
the
toxin
caught fire in a
hurt," Giulio Paciotti told the Diamondback, the campus
paper. "But we don't want to be part of thei~ experiment." 12-story building in Binghamton, N.Y. The building was
perman:ntly ev'acuated.
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PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT

~ENTERTAINMENT FOR PAY?

ON TUITION INCREASE
Robert Meyerwitz
The results of the recent En~ertaipment Committee
On March 27 the Board of Trustees voted a 16%
survey, with over %50 of the community responding,
increase in the tuition and fees of Bard College.
show that %92 would pay 3-4 dollars admission to a
This represents a rate of change comparable to and
concert on campus with a well-known artist. In the
in some cases less than the rates of change at other
music categories, An Evening of Sit-Down music
private colleges and universities, both in percentage
with Jazz or Avant-Garde Artists was tied with A
terms and in actual dollar amounts. An increase in.
Dance with a Big Band (30's Swing). with this in mind,
fees between 15% and 18%, even at institutions with
I have tentatively scheduled The Roches (aka The Roche
large endowments, is necessary in ordt:r to keep pace
Sisters) to play for two hours in Kline Commons on .
with inflation and rising costs, especially in energyThursday, April 30th. Admission for Bard Students
related areas.
would probably run around 3 dollars (breakeven point),
The Board decided not to cut the programs of the
and outsiders would be charged slightly more.
College but rather to take on a Larger percentage of
profits would go to the Spring Formal/Festival,
the burden for the educational services at Bard. This
scheduled for May 15th and 16th. Tables would be set
past year gifts and grants to the College accounted
up in the Dining Room, there'd be free . beer, a ca~h-bar,
for 16% of the total budget or S1,330,000. In adoptfood, and classy decor.' This might also give students
ing the tuition increase, the Trustees committed themwho are scared off by wild parties an opportunity
selves to a fund-raising program for next year of
to participate more in Bard's social life. The Student
$1,800,000 or %19 of the budget. Therefore, if studForum will be meeting on Thursday, April 16th, at ~pm
ents and their parents were asked to pay the same perthe Dining Room to discuss an ammendment to the
centage of the costs for next year, tuition and fees
Constitution to allow the Entertainment Committee to
iwould have gone up even more. While this is not
charge admission to a Bard event ON THIS ONE NIGHT
m~h consolation, it does reflect the commitment of
ONLY. Convocation fees have· been increased once in
the Board to shift the burden of the costs of an exfive years at Bard, from 80 dollars to the current
cellent, highly individualized program of higher educa90 dollar annual fee to cover the costs of all dances,
tion from the parents to the philanthropic community.
movies, bands, speakers, etc. in the course of two semesters.
As in the past, the College will increase, through
Inflation has emasculated any effort to provide these
gifts, its scholarship program so that every student now
things on a more frequent basis then in the past, and r:nay at Bard will benefit from the fact that the percentage
soon force Campus dubs to decrease their planned
f his or her costs covered by fmancial aid will remain
activities. So charging admission for the Roches
stable rather than decrease because of the increase in
would really be a sort of remedial step-and if we don't,
•fees. In addition to this parity arrangement, the budthere's no way we could afford them or any other comget for next year will include some contingency plan
parably priced form of entertainment in the future
to assist students who are demonstracbly affected by
unless we eliminate all other dances. It essential
,changes and cuts in federal programs. The Trustees
th~t you co~e to the Forum meeting and ·express
and the administration are committed to protecting
your approval or outrage on this.
·
students now at Bard as much as possible from the
nnless we eliminate all other dances. So ~orne to the
negative consequences of the changes in federal policy . .
Forum meeting and express your feelings on this!
Neither the Board nor I take pleasure in raising
the dollar cost. However, the cost for first·rate pri·

Any

Researcher Rush Harp, who considers himself an "Assassinologist," spoke to a group of about thirty Bard students
Thursday, March 19th, and attempted to prove to them
that John F. Kennedy, Robert F. Kennedy, Martin Luther
King and Mary Jo Kopechne (of Chappaquidick) were vic
tims of deliberate political assassinations perpetrated by
"death squads" working in conjunction with clements of
the military, CIA, FBI and the government. Incredible a.~
this conspiracy theory may sound, Mr. Harp's arguments
are hard to discount.
Speaking on the JFK assassination, Mr. Harp cited several inconsistencies in the "official version" of the events.
The first was the changes which were made in the description of the rifle Lee Harvey Oswald used. The calibre was
originally described as 6.5, then changed a few days later
to 7.5. The rifle was originally described as a Mauset, then
·changed to a Menliche Carcancral. Mr. Harp, a former sharpshooter and a ballistics expert, stated that he is familiar
with the Carcaneral mechanism, and that it ejects spent cartridges to the right, while the cartridges in the Texas Schoolbook Depository were found to the left of where the rifle
would have been placed. Mr. Harp also pointed out that
Oswald would not have had ' time to retarget and fire all the
shots attributed to him in the time that elapsed.
Mr. Harp offered several other complex arguments, and
cited several contacts with the FBI, CIA, military and gov·
ernment who confirmed his theorie.s, among them the late
congressman Allard Lowenstein, who he claims was also
assassinated, and L. Fletcher Prouty, former liason between
the CIA and the military.
Impressive as Mr. Harp's theories are, his most telling argument was not verbal but visual, in the form of the Zapruder film. Not only does this fUm bring to life the true horror o
the event, but anyone who sees it will have trouble crediting
the claim that JFK was shot solely from behind, as it clearly
shows his body jerking backward, as if he_had been hit from
·the front.
Mr. Harp then showed the Zapruder film again, this time
with a voice over by Dan Rather (now anchorman of the
CBS evening news). Rath,e r's description of the Him, which
was released shortly after the assassination, was cited by
Mr. Harp as epitomizing "the Big Lie," and, indeed, the description is not accurate. There is a direct conflict at one
point, where Rather claims (pardon the journafistic cofCfbloodedness) the president's head ''went forwarc! with considerable violence," and the film itself shows the president's
head moving backward , with, indeed, considerable violence.
Mr. Harp then went on to further shock his audience by
listing the number of people involved in some way with the
JFK assassination who "conveniently" died, and then attempt
ed to prove that the RFK .or) Martin Luther King assassinations and the Chappaquiddick affair were likewise
staged. His arguments are, unfortunately, too long
and complicated ·to be included here, but at the
very least they throw considerable doubt on the
"official" versions.
When asked what people should do about the
assassinations, Mr. Harp pointed out that "Although
just about everyone is convinced that JFK was
not'killed by Oswald, no one does anything about it."
He suggests that in order to better inform themselves, people should read David Lifton's new
book on the JFK assassination, Best Evidence.
He also strongly urges everyone ~ite to their
congressmen, asking for a new investigation of the
assassinations, and, to k~ep the new investigation
from being "fudged" like the Warren and Rockefeller
Commission enquiries, insist that the military, CIA
and FBI not be involved in the investigating bodies.
Mr. Harp dosed by saying
Mr. Harp closed by pointing out that, by doing nothing,
one is aiding the conspirators, and allowing a group
of "power-mad, ruthless killers'' to run the country
at will.
1

vate higher education has not exceeded the cost of
living. Bard students in 1981 are paying a far smaller
percentage· of the cost of their education than they
did in 1961. I thinlc. all of us share a sense of frustration in attempting to sustain Bard in these difficult
economic and political times.
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new administration.
Dear Friend,
Make no mistake about it, the threat is real.
''The Moral Majority" ....... "The New Right" .. ..
***Already, Federal funding of abo~tions for
''The ,Right to Life Movement" ...... "Pro Family" .. ..
Medicaid recipients has been virtually eliminated.
..... Whatever name it's called, the Extreme
~d now Congress could pass a Constitutional.
Right is raising u_nprecedented money, recruitiflg
amendment banning abortion for all women.
unprecedented numbers of people, and posing an
***Alreach~ efforts to defeat the Equal Rights
unprecedented threat to individual rights in America
Amendment have been successful iJl such major
today.
states as Illinois. And now a political party that
Under the cloak of Americanism, patriotism
explicitly opposes the ERA has been swept into
and morality, this movement is attacking fundamental power.
American traditions.
***Already, prayer is back in public schools
It is seeking to destroy our basic rights and
in Massachusetts, Louisiana, Kentucky. South Dakota
individual liberties. It is seeking to dubvert the
and other places. And now it is possible that
Constitution itself.
Congress could pass legislation barring the federal
Not since McCarthyism in the 1950's has such
courts from ruling on challenges to school prayer.
a movement been so vocal, so welLorganized, and
***Already, public schools are being pressured
so well fmanced. So zealous.
by "evangelicals" to te.ach "creationism" a.s well
This new movement did not develop by chance.• as evolution in science classes from Indiana to
Its leaders h~ve seized the opportunity to exploit
Georgia. And now the Moral MaJority and other
the fear, ;nger, ,and frustration that are building
~vangelical groups have succeeded in electing
in this country because of grave national problems:
officials favorable to their views.
***Alreac!_y, legislation to curb ill~g¥
-America's loss of world leadership (the hostages
practices by the CIA and FBI has itself been
in Iran, the war in Vietnam, the dependence on the
curbed. And now Senator Barry Goldwater, long a
OPEC nations);
supporter of unrestrained domestic spying by intelligence agencies, has replaced Frank Chu~ch as
-America's deteriorating economy (uncontrolChairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee:.
lable inflation and soaring unemployment);
Chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee.
-The deterioration of the quality of life (polThe danger is clear. The danger is present.
lution and urban decay and crime) ..
The tim_E !9 act~ now.
· It is easy to understand why many people yearn
And the organization which millions of Americans
for a return to the "good old days" and so-called
depend upon 'to act is the American Civil Liberties
traditional family values.
. Union.

The leaders of the evangelical right do not have
the answers to these problems. They do not even
care to cosider them. Wh~t they do have is the
ability to divert national attention from sober
consideration of realistic solutions with slogans
that instill fear and repression and divisiveness.
Let's not kid ourselves. This movement was
created, organized, and orchestrated by some of
the most sophisticated and skillful operatives on
the Extreme Right today ...... people like Richard
Viguerie, Phyllis Schafly, and the Reverend Jerry
Falwell.
..
The leaders of this anti-civil liberties movement
understand how to manipulate radio and television,
mass advertising and direct mail. They've proved
that they know ho_w to "target" Senators and
Representatives who disagree with their narrow
views for defeat. And they've shown that they can
elect their own- candidates for Congress, and state
legislatures, and local school b~ards, too.
Perhaps their aims are summed up best in
.Senate Bill 1808, the so-called "Family Protec.tion
Bill". It was introduced in the last Congre~s by
Senator Paul Laxalt of Nevada, and is supported
by many of hi.s New Right colleagues.
This bill would:
-restore prayer in the public schools;
-prohibit federal programs to fund the treatment
of venereal didease, contraceptives, and abortions;
-halt feder;U protection of the civil rights of
those with "perverse lifestyles", e.g.: homosexuality;
-prevent state and federal 1uthorities from
"impeding" pri':ate schools. Translation: Efforts
to end tax subsidies of segregationist academ}es
would be stopped;
-allow parents to review textbooks before their
use in public schools;
-and even end federal programs designe4 to
prevent child abuse.
·
When this legislation was introduced less
. than a year ago, many people laughed it off. It
was so pre.posterous an attack on basic Constitutional
rights that it didn't have a chance.
Nobody's laughing now. The prospects for
such legislation have increased enormously as a resul~
of the last election and since its chief sponsor,
Sena~or Laxalt, has become a major power in the

Since its founding, the ACLU has been in the forefront of the battle to protect individual rights, even
when the going was rough. In fact, especially when the
going was rough.
Unlike all too many politicians and elected
officials, the ACLU does not determine its principles
by keeping its "finger to the wind".
Unlike many other organizations, the ACLU
does not dilute its efforts. It concentrates on civil
rights and liberties.
Fact is, a strong and vibrant ACLU is our best
protection against the evangelical right and its allies.
But right now, the going is especially rough for
the ACLU. It is not strong enough to provide the
protection we need.
Consider this. Ac~ording to a Newsweek report,
one right-wing. evangelicical television preacher takes in
~ million dollars ~ week, every week.
By contrast, the national ACLU's entire budget
for 1981 is only $4.5 million, what that one evangelical preacher _raises in a month. And because of
soarihg inflation, ACLU is considering budget
c1;1ts that would reduce its legal staff. cut back
on its regional offices, and cut its Washington
legislative office in half. Can you afford to
have the ACLU reduce its resources and its effectiveness at this time of exceptional danger?
That's,why .I'm writing you this letter-to ask
you to join-or send y~ur contribution, if you're not
a ''joiner".
I feel that if you and I join with thousands
of others concerned with preserving our precious
human rights, those freedoms will be enjoyed by
all and passed on to our children.
Please do n~t think that. "they" will take care
of it for you or that someone else wUl do your
part. I know that many of us who fought so hard
for civil rights and to end the Vietnam War are
tired, and have turned away from public affairs.
But we cannot let the Right Wing steal a\vay
our personal freedoms because we are frustrated
or aiienated, or because of a failure of nerve.
Let it be said, instead, that we rose to the
challenge and did our part.
I make few requests of people. I have never
been more serious.
Please commit yourself today by joinitig.
Sincerely, - George McGovern

To the editors,
I would like to pose some questions and views about
the administrative action pertaining to the rash of violent events on campus recently.
It is everyones. responsibility to maintain a non-violent environment. With this ideain mind I have reason
to question the past events and actions taken in dealing
with these events.
There has been a marked disparity in the way the .
administration has dealt with the past incidents of violence. In the Roger Williams incident, by virtue of his
previous actions, he demonstrated his lack of compatibility. This culminated in his bringing injury to himself
and extensive property damage done to a fellow student's
room. The aclrninistrative action taken in this case was
social probation.
With the Smith-Bennish affair the action taken was
immediate dismissal. These actions taken demonstrate the
administration's lack of continuity in dealing with incidents
of violence.
In more recent occurences the administration has demonstrated a lask of foresight in dealing with incidents of
violence and its potential. In the Aggrey case the lack of
initial administrative action dealing with the student
· responsible for Mr. Aggrey being on the campus (their
often fighting with one another, disturbing the peaceful
routine of campus life) has led to the arrest of Mr. Aggrey.
If the administration, had lived up to its responsibility this
all could have been avoided.

In the most recent incident a student knifed at a Bard
function refused to disclose the identity of the other
party involved. The jeopardizes the rest of the student
and so far the administration has not seen fit to take any
action.
The administration's lack of direction puts students
in as ambiguous position and neutralizes the role of security. The real question is how do we resolve these .
problems in the future?
Anonymous

Sir!
I have for the longest time been unable to understand
·. the purpose of the "Mark Ebner Column" because of its
childishness and emphatic illiteracy.
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Mr. Ebner began his outrageous attack on the ''Bard
Reporter" and its respectable editors in the last issue of
the Observer, by gladly stating the insane fact that he
would've liked to kill Roger Williams if Mr .. Williams had
not been expelled. Does this mean that· Mr. Ebner would

like to exterminate everybody that is not up to his
expectations, or is :l.t just another example of the
childish "Mark Ebner image"?
With the greatest respect, !'vir. Ebner, since you
do not seem to be too well acqu~inted with Rog~r
Williams, I seriously think that you should keep your
ignora!lt comments about him out of the Observer.
Roger made several mistakes, but he did not deserve
to be expelled ..
Anyway, to continue with Mr. Ebner's outcast of
illiterate j?umalism. In his attack against Mr. Geissler
he firmly states that students would use first dass
mail, when they are '~riting home for money". It is
~guable whether his own reference to Mr. Geissler's .
~.:.!tide is releven t itself.
I do value Mr. Ebner's aim for "Responsible Journalism", because I would imagine we all desire that
at Bard College. Perhaps Mr. Ebner could set the
example by refraining from the use o( profanity in
his own articles, since it does not increase the effect
of the statements made, but s~rves r~t!·.~r as an e·xample
of Mr. Ebner's own lack of an appropria'~e vocabulary.
Mr Ebner's implication that Roger Williams and
the "maniac" Reagan should be thought ?f as similar
is certainly less than any student deserves, even Mr.
Ebner.
Again, with the greatest respect, Mr. Ebner, do y~u
r~ally want to lc1ow what happenedto the "long-

March 22, 1981
Editor; Bard Observer:
Not many working calss people know that on the
morning of March 18, 1871 the workers of Paris, France
struck a blow against class •ppression that sent shock waves
around thw world and provided a profound inspiration for
workers 'verywhere. On that momentous day what had
been up to then just another of many uprisings or rebellions of the oppressed turned into a true revolution.
On t~at day the world witnessed the esteblishment of
the first worker's government in history: The Paris Commune.
Wi:thout any vanguard party to lead them and without
any tyrnat to direct their actions, the starving, untrained,
barely literate, out-numbered and out-gunned workers of
Paris smashed the French capitalist state, ran its army our
of town and checked the advance of the crack tro:1ps of
a victorious Pruss ian Army.
For 63 days these courageous people showed that the
collective genius and will of the working class can, and will
eventually, take hold of its own distinv and establish a
society free of tyranny, want, and cla;s rule.
The Socialist Lab~r Party celebrates this great event
every year as the Paris Commune of 1871 is a landmark
in the history of the working class.
Signed,
Nathan Pressman,
Organb:.er
1
Hudson Valley SOCIALIS1
LABOR PARTY
12 Catheri: ie Street
Ellenville, New York

914:64 7-6696

President was literally met at the door of the hospital
by "Trauma Team" doctors. With half his blood
supply lost, his wounds could have easily sent him
into shock and near death had such a team at a sophisticated hospital like GWU not been so close at hand.
While doctors tried to play up President Reagan's
lightheartedness (he cracked jokes to Mrs. Reagan
and doctors once in the hospital) it is now clear that
he was not as "all right'' as we were lead to believe.
Lightheaded and near shock The President acted as
many would by reassuririg himself and his close family
and associates. Dr. Dennis S. O'Leary emphatically
and repeatedly stated the The President had n()t bled
internally at all by the time the Hrst chest tube was
inserted. These statements were given out to the
press at a hospital conference 20 minutes after Reagan
left surgery. Dr. O'Leary had been briefed before
appearing for reporters by Edwin Meese 3d and
othersof President Reagan's closest circle of advisors.
dearly the desired effects of sdch misinformation were
those of reassurance to America and her allies and
the desir~ to portray the "everything's under control"
scenario for the benefit of Eastern bloc nations.
All that is Hne and dandy, but serious que!>tion need
to be raised. Towhat extent should the American
Public be "protected" by such information and do~s
this practice protect us at all from possible political
abuses in the evnt of an emergency?
while we're on the subject what's under control
and who isn't, the name of Secretary of State Alexander Haig immediately comes to mind. On what
must already be world famous silm footage from the
White House on that Monday, Haig, after sho~ng his

:NTARY

hair.ed throwbacks of the Woodstock age" that spent
all their time smoking dope?They were re-born again
with a more "respectable" look, ear-rings fashion
clothes and even more lethal drUgs. I suppose Mr. Ebner'
knows who I am referring to.

Finally, I would imagine that -.ve all like satire,
which must be the purpose of your column, but harldy
illiterate satire. Your column would have a greater
effect as a satire if you extended your vocabulary.
I will not sign my a~clcle with my name, simply
because I do not want to see a reply from Mr. Ebner
anywhere else or in any way except as an article in
the Observer.

Sincerely yours, "Aristophanes"
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SHOOT ME HARD & SHOOT ME QUICK!
Micheal Stiller
On Monday, March 30th, the air around the
Washington Hilton rang out with six shots. One minute later, President Reagan was on his way to the
nearest hospital and prone forms of Press Secretary
Brady, District of Columbia police officer Delehante
and Secret Service Agent Jim Me Carthy, lay on the
Washington sidewalk.
The confusion really started when the news re~
ports started coming in. "The President has not been
hit" went one early report only to be contradicted
minutes later. "Secretary Brady is dead" pronounced
one radio announcer. Again, moments later, we are
told that Brady is not dead. About half and hour
later reports began to come in to the effect that the
suspect had been apprehended. First they say he's
34 years old, then 22, then 28. Eyewitnesses at the
Hilton says he appeared to be 35 to 40. His name is
Hinckley and he's from Colorado. The alienated son
of a Dallas oil millionaire, he fits the classic "psychotic loner" descriptions to a T. Almost too well for
comfort.
All of this took hours to flnd out. Countless
newscasts over the course of the whole day provided
many contradictions and mistakes. With a painful
slowness the story built itself up as the "facts"
were ascertained. The pervading feelings were ones
of impotence not because of our inability to know.
The extent to which we rely on the medias and their
communications affiliates is very great. If they don't
know, we don't know; and if someone on top doesn't
want us to know, we'll never fmd out.
The confusion surrounding information given· out
is still with us. It wasn't until Thursday, April 3,
three days after the assassination attempt, that we
Uohn Q. Publick, that is) learned that the President
had indeed been in danger. First reports indicated
that Reagan in noway came near death but those of
late paint a different picture. By the time Reagan
did rr-ach George Washington University Hospital he
had.lost approximately half his blood supply. While
he d.id'walk. into the hospital under his own power,
once inside, hi~ legs began to buclcle inder him. The

ignoranceof constitutional law and the 25th ammendment(which lays the ground rules for the powercommand chain to be invoked if the President were
to die), uttered these words "I'm in control here.",.
Had it not been obvious that he was by no means in
control of even himself I'd have been terrified. His
aim was, ot course, to reassure the world that everything was _A-o.k. in Libertyland. Nice try All
Twitching sweaty, and nervous; just the kindof guy
you'd want to run things in,.a crisis situation. You
really reassured me! Then, if that wasn't enough, Haig
let slip with: ''There are absolutely no alert measures
that are neccessary at this time we are contemplating."
What, no alert measurei ~What about ICBM's ?
Where's the militia?How about the National Guard?
I'm sure Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger set Haig
straight minutes later in the situation room with some
thing like: "I'll do the alerts, Al." Under a new ruling
that has been a fairly well kept secret in Washington,
Mr. Weinberger would have been next in power command chain. In the event of a .nilitary emergency
while the President was being operated on, for example, The Secretary of Defense would be the next in
line as Commander In Chier of the Armed Forces.
The role of the television media was an instrumental one in the coverage of this assasination attempt.
The cabinet members themselves, in the situation room
were watching televised newcasts to ascertain the condition of the President. All were surpris~d when
Secretary of State Haig darted from the room and,
moments later, appeared trembling on the television
set in front of them.
Now, picture this: Reagan dies and no one but
the cabinet members and some doctors thinks he is
near death. Vice President Bush is still in the air and
the Soviets start an airlift of arms into Poland.
The Speaker of the House and The Senate President
Pro Tern are not able to be immediately reached and
Allie boy is upstairs talking to the networks and about
to collapse. You are Caspar Weinberger, Secretary of
Defense. All the buttons are in front of you in the
situation room. You're in command. What would you
do?
4
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WE DON'T MIND HARD WORK •••
.WE DO MIND DYING
San Diego Committee to

Defend NASSCO Workers

'.

Whafs in store for militant trade unionists
in the "80's? At the West Coast's largest shipyard,
National Steel and Shipbuilders' Co. (NASSCO),
three union leaders fighting for safer working con~
ditions have been indicted for conspiracy to bomb
an electrical transformer at the shipyards. They
·were indicted based on the testimony of an FBI
informant and company spy, Ramon Barton. All
three deny the charges,
. Last year NASSCO hired the number two
tmion busting finn in the country- Littler, Mendel¥
son, Fastiff, and Tichy. NASSCO soon took a
hard line on labor relations. which led to a backlog
of 1500 grievances, harassment and firing of shop
stewards, and increased disregard for safety.
''I got involved in the union when I saw ·
people getting hurt .. One slipped on wet scaffolding,
another broke his ribs saving a worker from a
crane that dropped its load ....A friend of mine was
run over by a fork:lift .....she's disfigured for th_e
rest of her life." (David Boyd, one 9f the NASSCO 3)
The NASSCO 3, David Boyd, Mark Loo, and
Rodney Johnson, were pipefttters and shipfitters at
NASSCO. They were terminated along with14
other union officials and activists for their roles
in a peaceful demonstration during a launching
ceremony for a Navy destroyer tender on August
2, i980. The work~rs at NASSCO responded to
the ftrings with a powerful four-day strike, and
ten more union ·activists were fired.
On September 2, two outside machinists,
Michael Beebe and Kenneth King, died of suffocation
in an op-en, unmarked tank on the U.S.S. Cod.
The~e men died on the ~e deck that Boyd and
. Loa had closed down for poor ventilation weeks
earlier when they found 30 people vomiting and
short of breath. The deaths of Beebe and _King
escalated the demand by the workforce that the
fired wo~kers be rehired and that stronger safety
measures be ensured. Two weeks Iat~r the NASSCO

3 were arrested .•
There is evidence _that David Boyd and his two codefendants, who are metdoers of the Communist

Workers' Party, have been framed to divide and
red~bait the union. Ramon Barton, the FBI informant
known to other workers as a big-mouth who constantly tried to incite acts of violence, taped conversations with the NASSCO 3 in the style we became
so familiar with d~ring Watergate- the transcripts
are. full of ommissions, sub~titutions and additions,
and whenever the defendants stDJggled with Barton
to give up his schemes, the bugging equipment conveniently malfunctioned.
The NASSCO 3 face a possible thirty-five years
in prison fot crimes they never committed or planned
. to conunit. Their trial will take place this summer
and the defense will put the government on trial
for its outrageous conduct. The significance of
this case is clear. As Leonard Weinglass, attorney
for the defense, has said, "This case heralds a new
and dangero~ attack on militant labor by the combined forces of the federal government and industry."
No one can feel secure during these perilous '80's when the government can enter a labor
dispute ~nd selectively prosecute anyone it deems
"dangerous". In San Diego, a rank and ftle, controlled
union local fighting for decent working condidons
was the t~get. Any progressive group or individual
could be next. With the rise of the Moral Majority
and the new McCarthyism, we may all- find ourselves
on the ''wrong" side of the law.
The NASSCO 3 case tells us that we must look
out for each other and protect ~ur precious human
and civil rights before they evaporate before our
very eyes. We must stand together with our eyes
ears and hearts open, like in the '60's and '70's,
and oppose attacks by the government on labor
militancy.
Your help is needed. T ere are families to
feed and at least $20,000 in legal costs. Please
join the struggle. Write us for more information
or if you wish· to· donate to the defense fund.
-San Diego Commitee.::to Defend
. . NASSCO Workers
P.O. Box 8383
San Diego, CA 92102
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ns and statements by Bobby Garcia and
Bard Bookstore. Proceed.s go · to the
e Bard Solidarity Group.
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STIRRING UP PCB'S
(Green Times)-The Department of Environmental
Conservation (DEC) has proposed a S20 million
project to remove PCB's from the upper Hudson
River. In addition to stirring up the cancer-causing
PCB's, the project is generating controversy from
Ff. Edward (Washington County) to New York
City.
PCB's by-products of certain manufacturing
processes, were once dumped freely into the Hudson,
killing fish and causing concern to the communities
that draw their drinking water from the river. The
dumping was stopped and the river has slowly
washed itself clean. However, certain ''hot spots"
remain where high concentrations of PCB's settled.
Now, DEC feels these areas should be dredged, for
if not, the carcinogens may eventually be stirred
up by natural cycles of the river itself.
Removing the PCB's is not without ~wo notable
problems. First, where does one put the contaminated
dredgings? Se~ond, what amount of PCB's will be
sent downstream by the activity?
DEC has proposed certain landfills in the Ft.
Edwards area, which has residents there concerned
about their groundwater. DEC has also promised
careful monitoring of the river during the operation,
with intent to cease the work if levels become
hazardous to fish or downsream communities.
A citizens' advisory committee has been formed
to help watch over the project and help answer
tough questions. Discussions on the matter are
a long way from over.
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LILCO SUES SHAD
ALLIANCE
[from the Green Times]
Anti--nuclear activists in Long Island, New York City
and Westchester County have been sued by the Long Island lighting Company (LILCO) which is seeking to prevent further public protest against its partly ~built Shoreham
nuclear plant. Specifically, LILCO is seeking two million
dollars in damages from the defendants, as well as a permanent injunction against demonstrations at the Shoreham
site.
The suit names as defendants 40 groups and individuals
as well as 3,000 John Does and 3,000 Jane Does.
In December, in perpa.ration for hearings on the injunction, six defendants were subpoenaed by LILCO and subjected to lengthy (up to seven hours) deposition sessions.
During these, LILCO demanded that defendants identify
individuals who attended meetings or expressed concern
about Shoreham. Questions were also asked on a broad
range of personal and organiza~ional issues.
The defendants have taken the position that under no
· circumstances will the names of people who attend meetings, contribute funds or in any way support opposition
to Shoreham ever be revealed.
Under the court process, defendants also have the
right to get depositions from LILCO, which LILCO has
refused except to send low-level company functionaries.
Iri early February, the Federal Court in Brooklyn ordered
LILCO to present its director and vice president for public
relations to appear for depositions. As we go to press,
ULCO has not responded to this order.
The Court also ordered that the defendants identify
any people who have either performed ~ivii disobedience
at Shoreham or who have particpated in policy and decision
making for the nuclear oppments. Defens~· has not yet responded to this order.
This case has far-reaching implications for the safe
energy movement and ·civilliberttes i.r. ~fie United St tes
and you may wish to contribute to the cause of the defense.
end contributions to:
SHAD et al Defense Fund ·
333 Terry Road
Smithtown, NY 11787

lfAGF s tr

SENATOR TOWER
REVAMPS COMM I TYEE
Sen. John Tower (R. Tex.). chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Commitee, has announced
a major restructuring of subcommitees to make
them more ''mission-oriented.".
New subcommittees to be created are Tactical
Warfare, to be chaired by Sen. Barry Goldwater,
(R. Ariz.); Strategic and Theater Nuclear Forces,
to be chaired by Sen. John Warner (R. Va);
Preparedness, .to be headed by S::n. Gardon
Humphrey (R.-N.H.), and Sea Power and
Force Projection, to be chaired by Sen. William
Cohen (R. Maine).
Two other subcommitees, Manpower and
Personnel, and Military Constrl,lction, will remain
unchanged. Sen. Roger Jepsen (R". Iowa), chairs
Manpower, and Sen. Strom Thurmond (R.-S.C.)
takes over Military construction.
Several subcommitees have been eliminated,
including (ironically) one called Arms Control.

WEST VALLEY
NIGHTMARE
(Green Times)-The fun is just beginning at West
yalley, N.Y., where 600,000 gallons of high-level
radioactive waste and a huge low-level waste ground
are the legacy of a closed nuclear waste reprocessing plant once operated by Nuclear Fuel Services
(NFS).
The NFS lease for the West Valley site expired
at the end of 1980. A federal project is required to
solidify the
..
at the end of 1980. A federal project to solidify the
liquid wastes is scheduled to begin in October, 1981.
NFS has agreed to stay until then to prepare the
site for the U.S. Dept: of Energy, but NFS has ftled
papers in Federal Court seeking to have New York
State reimburse NFS for the costs they will incur
between December 1980 and October 1981.
NFS believes that since its lease has expired,
New York State now owns and is responsible for
all the mess. The NYS Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) feels differently
about this, naturally, and has Hled papers of its own.
NYSERDA has obtained a temporary restraining
order that prohibits NFS from abandoning the
state-licenced burial ground. NYSERDA also asked
that Getty Oil, the NFS parent company, be prevented
from collecting loans from NFS. If Getty were to
call in their Sl8.8 million demand note with NFS,
NFS woUld not have the resources to do much of
anything.
So, taxpayers, get ready for this one. Perhaps it
will take a billion dollars to clean· up the West Valley
nuclear nightmare.

•
"On a breakdown at Indian Point reactor, 2.000
repairmen were used-they could only work for
2 min4tes apiece because radiation was so intense.

•
"The beauty of nonviolence is that in its own
way and in its own time it seeks .to break the
·chain reaction of evil." · -Martin Luther King, Jr.
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THEATRE TODAY, ETC.

A WORD ABOUT ART
-Miranda Spencer

Liz Royte

Drama instructor JoAnne Akalaitis beli~ves professional
What do Kin,g Leontes in The Winter's Tale an4
I was acutely disappointed in the recent student
artists' lack of success is partly their own fault "for being
Leonard Peltier have in common? Possibly nothingart show. Not in the work itself, that h~pretty much
at the mercy of the system." In her lecture on March 18
but then again, should they? Theatre nee.d not justify
ceased to matter to me, but by the lack of communshe recounted the red tape and unfairness of this system
itself terms of whether it deals with contemporary
ication between artists and art viewers. I know that
and described her, own experience in "alternative" theatre.
sociopolitics; rather, it is meant to· speak of eternal
this lack of communication exists in many departments
For the score of drama students who attended, the picpersonal and interpersonal struigles and glories(professors never seem to tire of complai 1ing about it)
ture she painted of a ·~heatr~ artist's prospects, in or outisn't it?Maybe, but some of what is considered our
but I am going to complain specifically about the
side th~ system, was grim. The jist of most of her answers
greatest drama has been an expression of both emotional nature of the student art show, which is not so much
to their disheartened and skeptical questions was: don't
and social issues: for example Antigone and much of
a product of a department or even a division, as it is
even. go into the theatre u~less you have an inordi~ate
Ibsen and Brecht. In the arts, there have always
a forum. A forum to expose oneself, and receive feedamount of confidence in yourself and in irrlport~nt peabeen some socially conscious "movements" in response back for the advancement of advancement. I never
le's ~pinion of you, or rather than letting someone (like
to the times, and in the theatre there are revivals of old much took this matter to heart, but what irked me
an agent) do something !2 you or for you, find talented
plays which have become relevant again. Is such a
most and what got me started is that I put up a
artists and experts (preferably friends) to work with you
trend mirrored in the Bard Theatre lately? If not, is
~ieee in this show and no one talked to me about it.
in an open-ended, experimental fashion. In these ventures
this a sign of elitism and isolationism, or is it perfectly
flad to solicit response. The first time I dare to put
you must ~e willing to do ticket-taking as well as creative
appropriate in an environment meant for craft-training
something of mine on display and it's ignored. Of
work, to accept very low pay, and to work illegally in old
(a school)?
course people looked at it (it was, if anything,strawarehouses. The rewards from this lifestyle come in the
It is doubtful that students here involve themselves
tegically placed) but still, I say, ignored! I was really
form of almost total creative freedom.
in the drama department because they view it as a
looking forward to people coming up to me and saying,
According to. Akalaitis, Broadway and Hollywood are
political forum. Likewise, directors don't select
''What is this hunk of .,h: ~:-'~nd "I think you've got it
based on beaurocracy, in-crowds, exposure and money.
certain plays on the basis of their ideology or "stands"
all wrong." I wanted advice. I wanted some discussion,
on issues. Creative considerations come Hrst, and those some banter, some wagging tongues. My piece wasn't
- And, she believes, "there aren't enough good roles to be an
actor" with or.without the problem of trying to extablish
of quality. Ye-t, why did someone have to work outside straightforward, (at least I didn't think so), it even
oneself. Insisting that "anything can be a play" ~d that
the department to produce 1'The Karen Silkwood
~.!!~itself to conversati)n. It was an "object
"theatre must: be responsible to artistic and socilll standards,' Cantata"? Does chekhov's "The Cherry Orchard"
d' art". But no one asked me what it was about. What
now only stimu1ate our consciousness in its craftsm~does this mean? I guess no body cared. Or perhaps they
she virtually dismissed today's popular drama as irrebvant,
"all about the subjective: ..based on being articulate about
ship and revelation of human nature, while the
felt the way I used to feel - that the artist is sick of
being screwed up." She reiterated that her opinions did
obsolescence of the Russian peasant/aristocracy
answering questionser it will think your question's
not stem from" a "sour grapes" attitude. Explicitly and imconflict leaves ou,r social consciousness sluggish?
elementary and you will look like a stupid geek for askIs becoming involved in theatre today in diet tive
ing to explain the obvious. Well, the only thing obviplicitly, she located her dissatisfaction in the stagnancy of
the traditional theatre. She ·espouses a progressive and
of '70's egoism or a larger commitment to tru.th,
aus to me is that I am not above making myself look
beauty, and group co-operation? And what is the nature foolish. I put my piece in the sh:>w. I wrote this. When
experimental view of the theatre art, where coherence is
unimportant, script is limiting, and "anything goes as long
of the perceived inadequacy that causes some people
I am confused as to the nature or conteqt or purpose
as personal inspiration is unleashed and the audience (of
to "leave" the department- a matter of administration,
of a piece, I ask. If it's pretty I like to find the artist
whatever ~iz~ and constituency) is moved in'anv
clash'mg t as t es, f rus t ra t'IOn, or .....
and say to. it,"That piece is pretty •. " They eat it up.
=:.J way.
"If the audience can't relate t o what is going on,
These and other provocative questions are ones
And do you know why? Because that ~!~that so.eone
is a piece really valid?"
which the Observer wants to explore. In a future
has found their piece important enough to talk about. And
'Having been written up in the New York Times and
. issue the results of a survey given to several drama
if it's on the wall for others to be exposed to, it damn
professors will be published. Meanwhile, anyone who
well better be important. So I look stupid -at least
having won several Obie a~rds, aren't you really still part
of the system?''
is or has been involved with the Bard drama d!!pat"t
it's an enlightened stupidness, for most people just love
"If one wishing to be involved in alternative theatre
is or has been involved with the Bard drama departto gab about their work. I will never tire of explaindoesn't have the luck of getting $8,000 from a friend as
mentis encouraged to send his/her thoughts to Box
ing my own gibberish.
you did, what then?"
85 or 745.
The atmosphere at most art,hows here is not one
. '.'If you think acting classes are superfluous, why are
conducive to talking about the work. The air is
you teaching them?"
heary with esoteric jargon and elitist pretention.if
These were the kinds of questions students asked at
rit§i:sm is offered at all. Mostly it's just a studied
Ms. Akolaitis' talk, and well they might.
d cool aloofness. This attitude seems to defeat the
She made some confusing statements: she called
way and Hollywood fare than go the most brilliant shows
urpose of the show, if you ask me. Sure we can all
Shakespeare the greatest playwright of all time but disap- on E. 11th St. or in Oshkosh (where Akalaitis believes the see the stllff, but what good is ;t if people are becoming
proved of Linea~ Center's producing "Macbeth" in our
only people who go to Broadway shows are from). A few alienated by what they see because they don't under~
time .of political criSes. She stated her belief that the the~ New Yorkers ~attend Broadway all the time, 1111d it would stand and can't see S.t to ask? The _gap between the a~-s·
- atre needs more social conscience, but also seemed to im- seem that the most effective forum for change is the one
thetically pleasin~~: picttll'e and the symbolic-yet-incomply that if abstruse plays based on personal imagery leave which the most people get to experience. Otherwise, only prehensible minimalism is,. to the raw observer, growan audience indifferent, it doen't matter because the work the people who "see" as· the alternative artist "sees" alread ing all too la.rge. It is open discussion and confrontwas creative.
will be exposed - and that is not effective.
ation that will bring the span back to life size. ~
It's a pity that there should be antagonism between
Unfortunately, though, given the system a.s described,
the System and the Alternative. Would not ail ideal situ- it must be admitted that working outside it is pretty much
ation (if an improbable one) be originality within the
the only way to work at all (unless you're a producer's
System? Many more people see and are effected by Broad niece or nephew).

in
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POINT
BRIEF HISTORY OF INDIAN
..
charles Len.k:
1956: May-Construction permit for Unit 1 issued
1962: March-Unit 1 begins operation
1966: October-Construction permit for Unit 2 issued
1969: August-Construction permit for Unit 3 issued
1973: August-Unit 2 b~gins ,operation
19]4: May 27-Con Ed Chairman of the Board,
· Charles Luce, states in a televised interview that
"I doubt that we would propose to build Indian .
Point at that particular location if we were building
it today."
October-Unit 1 closed due t'J inability to •
meet safety requirements recently imposed by the
NRC.
1975: Oc..tober-The Rasmussen Report, technically
WASH-1400, is released. It details projections of the
consequences of a nuclear meltdown, including
- contamination of 3200 square
48,000. deaths,
miles, and destruction of 290 square miles. These
statistics are based on the model of an "average"
nuclear plant that is located in an area of moderate
pop,.llation. ·
1976: January 13-NRC Regulator for Indian Point
Robert Pollard resigns in dismay over unsafe practices
there. Quote: ''When I was r~iewing Indian Point
and saw all the safety problems, I as!ced m·yself
'Why would anyone competent work here?' And
then I realized that no one competent does work
there."
April 5-Due to carelessness, a worker
recieved 10 rems ~f radiation (considerably more
than the NRC allowed--3 rems for 3 months)
in five minutes. Con Ed was later Hned $20,850
by the NRC for violating regulations.May 26-Another worker accident, this time
when a worker in the rea<;tor vessel sees a steelrod at the radioactive J;ore protruding from the
cooling water and pushes it back with his gloved
hand. After some hemming and hawing, the NRC
estimates that the worker's hand received 50 re·ms
in five seconds, but does not fine Con Ed.
June 24-An NRC official cites PASNY for
not observing clothing-protection siJe
not observing clothing·protection guidelines for its
workers in Unit 3; as similar infractions were ~oted
on January 23 and may 10 of this year, the NRC
calls this problem "recurrent".
July 20-NRC chairman Marcus Rowen
states deficiencies exist in every nuclear power
plant's security system, and that ~even out of
fifteen plants' security is inadequate (,Indian Point
is one).
August-Unit 3 begins operation.
1979: January 18-The NRC debunks the Rasmussen study as being innar
mtissen study as being inaccurate for severely
Widerestimating the. consequences of a nuclear
meltdown.
February-A 1976 study by the NRC is
released, in .which Unit 2 is given a safety rating
of ''C", the lowest po~sible grade for ~ reactor.
May 23-Colwnbia University scientist
Y ash Aggerwal states that , :~.ccording to his
recent studies, the probability of an earthquake
along the usually inactive Ramapo Fault is at
lea.st 10 t~es the prediction of one half of 1%
made by the NRC (then the AEC) in the 1950's"5 to 11%" according to Aggerwal. (A mild quake
in p~s of New Jersey in July 1978 is largely
belieud to be attributable to the Ramapo
Fault).
August 6-l'he Third Annual Hiroshima
Day protest at. Indian Point (largely ignored .for
the two years before Three Mile Island) ~raws
over 4,000 demonstrators; 214 are arrested for
"civil disobedience" in the form of climbing a
fence erected by Con Ed.
September 19-The Union of Concerned
Sci~ntists, with the help of member and former
Indian Point NRC regulator Robert Pollard, presents
its petition to close Indian Point to the government.
October 17 and 21-Articles appear in the
New York Times that quote security guards as

telling of frequent breaches of security, such as
many ;Uarms that are usually turned off, activated
alarms that are. faulty .and ring so often that no
one pays any attention to them, the availability
of ID crads, the lack of screening of ~ds for
mental disabilities, etc.
November 16-The Indian Point plant
replaces its security management (Gleasons to
Pinkerton's), though most of the former employees
ret:Un their positions.
1980: September 19-A major article in the
yillage Voice by Jeff Stein relates the ease with
which one can break into the plant (from firsthand experience) including find
hand experience) including finding pertinent
information to the plant's layout in the neaxby
White Plains library.
October-Con Ed announces a rate increase
of S800,000 a day to be continued dring the
shutdown of Unit 2 that is projected to last

MDHl.DSON PSYCHIATRIC CEN'JER AND SOL.IDARJTY

Cheryl Panosian
Through the arrangement of Robert Meyerowitz and
the solidarity group, on Sun~y, Mtrch 15, members of the
s-:>lidarity group, along with other Bard students, visited the
Hudson River Psychiatric Center in Poughkeepsie. It was
an informal gathering where Gwynn Fox played the guitar,
providing music for a :sing-along. Others who performed
were Annie Heath, Jeff Ginsberg, and Steve McCarthy.
Afterwards we talked to the patients on an individual basis
which furthered the enjoyment and education of us all.
l feel that 1 can speak for all who visited the Center in
saying that it was truly a rewarding experience and an unmatchable form of education.
The Solidarity Group will be planning another t:ip to
Hudson River hoping to involve other students in areas.
anyone is interested in perof art, dance, and music.
forming or has any suggestions please .write a note and
send it via campus mail to either: Rouque Sanchez, Robert
Meyerowitz., Annie Heath, or cheryl Pa.nosian.

If

HUDSON VALLEY GREEN

until May.

,..

1981: January-Unit 3 upholds its tradition of
turbine trouble when a turbine cr~bles, forcing
And so on ....... .
another shutdown.
One reason the Indian Point plant costs so
much money to maintain is that it is being shut
down so frequently-more for mechanical troubles
than for changing fuel, which, according to Con Ed,
should take place after 15 months of normal operation. In 1977 alone the plant encountered these
troubles:
Unit 3: shut down on January 4th due to
problems with instrument and control readings~
shut down on January 15th because of a leak
in the pressurized control valve.
Unit 2: shut down for July due to a faulty
coolant pump seal; shut down on May 26 for
faulty instrument readings; shut down three other
times during the y~ar for minor leaks of
reactor coolant pumps (despite the fact that
during the previous year, Unit 2 was shut down
at the beginning of the year to replace damaged
seals on these pumps, and four times after that
for repair malfunctions).

Rhinebeck, NY (3/23) Hudsqn Valley GREEN,
today, announced its formal beginnings as the follow
on organization to Mid-Hudson Nuclear Opponents,
Citizens for Safe Power Transmissions, and Concerned Citizens for Safe Energy. GREEN, which stands
for Grass Roots Energy and Environmental Network,
is the result os a merger of the three safe-energy
groups.
In announcing the new organization, acting chairperson Van Tahnage stated that "a new phase of work
has begun which encompasses a broader scope, combined resources, an enlarged membership, and renewed
spirit in a citizen activism.''
The scope of the new organiz~tion, as released in
its statement of purpose is to "preserve and protect the
environment of the Hudson Valley Region.'' According to Talmage, Hudson Valley GREEN will be involved
in public matters regarding energy policy and environmental issues.
. The group, which has 2500 members and will be
based in Milan, New York, has strong roots in the safe
energy movement. It has been opposed to nuclear
power since the inception of MHNO in 1974 and is
solar enesupportive of decentralized practices such

as

CON ED IN RED HOOK
cont'd from pg. 1
Licensing times may be shortened under
the Reagan administration, Blair said.
Travis and Prattsville are both being proposed
by the Power Authority of the State of New '}'ork
(PASNY).
The Travis site has been granted approval by
a state siting board, but needs federal permission to
burn coal (presumably garbage is less regulated).
The Environmental Protection Agency is expected
to lower its air pollution standards, Blair said,
making the Travis site "look promising".
'fhe Prattsville proposal is being contested by
ftshermen who want the Esopus Creek to remain
a viable fishing stream, so its future is not at all
clear. ·
In the meantime, Con Ed's real estate fum,
Coates Field Service, will continue to buy land.
The utility owns 628 acr<:s of the 2,000 acre
site, mosdy in the core area of the Red-Hookdermont site. This is the same acreage figure
that was given last summer. There is an office
on the site, but studies and testing are now at
a standstill until more definite plans for the site
develop.
Legal and legislative steps contesting Con Ed's
activitiesby Mid.Hudson Nuclear Opponents and
the Towns of Red Hook and clermont have been
stymied hy the courts and administrative agencies.

rgy and wind power.
Dick Hermans, board member of GREEN, noted
that the group is still of :m anti-nuclear bent, and
expects to watch CON ED very closely with regards to
the New York utility's long range plan for a power
plant complex in northern Red Hook. While he does
not see much activity •likely in the next couple of
years, Hermans pointed out that "the utlity owns about
600 acres in the core site and can wait years before
filing an application to build."
Board member, Carol Young, of Stuyvesant, says
that GREEN, as an educational organization, will
provide literature to the community :lt large as well as
public meetings and visits to ar~ schools. The purpose
she notes, is to foster debate and to raise issues so that
the public and its leaders can make intelligent decisions.
As an example of our expanded scope, AI Lo Bruttv,
pointed to the waste issue that has recently cdme to
light in the Hudson Valley. There are proposals to stir ,
up PCB's in the Hudson River, to build a high-technology reprocessing center, to burn toxics in regional
cement plants, and to dump sludge from Westchester
County on area farms. Lo Brutto thinks that handling
the enormous amount of wa.ste from our ''consumptive
industrial society" will be a large environmental issue
in the 1980's.
GREEN, Lo Brutto a.dded, is investigating re-qding
projects, perhaps in conjunction with REEP (Recycle
Everything Everywhere Possible) of Poughkeepsie.
Hudson Valley GREEN is "pro-business", asserts
chairperson Talmage, "small and medium size businesses
that is." The image of environmentalists as anU.Wowth
and anti-busine~s comes from the nuclear lobby, and is
simply not the case with GREEN. ''We support regional
business and expect to work. closely with them," he adds.
Membership to GREEN is open to anyone and costs
S5 for individuals and SlO for a family. Mailing a.ddreu
is: HV GREEN, Box 208, Red Hook, NY 12571.

th~
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pril1 2
P.S.41 NYC
11th St. & 6th Ave.
Stop the U.S. War Build-up
Money for Jobs, Human Needs,
Not for the Pentagon
End Racism, Repression, and
All r:=orms of Bigotry
For more information contact: People's Anti-War Mobilization
N.Y. Office: 234 Seventh Ave .• N.Y., N.Y. 10011 ."(212) 741-0633.
Stop the Draft

a.l11.

REGISTR ATION·

,

National Office: Wilson Ce.nter, 1470 lr~ing.St. NW
.
Wash., D.C. 20010 • (202) 462-1488

THEY
.
CAN RUN,BUT THEY CAN'T HIDE ·
Steven J. Colatrella

~--r..-.

pen
PY to wnte
.
. Ive d m
. t he sh ooting o f Ronald
was no consp1racy
mvo
Reagan 1as~ Monda.y . The truth is far better than any
conspiracy could be.

There are a number of ways in which one can
view the recent assasination attempt on President
Reagan last week. The mainstream media ,of course,
has portrayed it as the iso lated act of a madman, an
act incomprehensible to his fellow citizens. The
American judicial system , will take this view when it
puts one man on trial for the crime later this yea~.
Then there are those who wiliexploit the view
of the would-be assasin as an unusual personality and
. d
expoun d upon h ts eviance in order to sell magazines
and newspapers.
·
The third group will attempt the m~~e important
implications of the event,
But they too, 'will be

John W. Hinkley is twenty-five years old. He
is the son of a powerful oil company owndr, from
Texas. His family background is an American dream.
His rich, powerful father was very conscious of the
need to give his children love and atteantion. His
mother was the only one in their affluent neighborhood to insist in rasing het own children, rather than
hiring help. The results were impnssive by American
standards: Hinkley [ 5 hr()ther, aged thirty-two, was a
football star in college a:nd is a respected and able executive of his father[s corporation. Hinkley[s sister
is married to a well know lawyer and was likewise
successful in college. John too, began his success in
trapped by the dominance of personality in American
the American corporate mold. Class president in high
culture. I refer, of course, to the conspiracy theorists.
school, an A student, and an able athlete in team
Their logic, of course, is that if the President is shot
sports. iil11 his early years at Texas Tech., Hinkley
there must be something big and secret _going on.
began to change in his early years ~t college. He left
The search for motives a.; 11 on! tl,_e big and po~verful in
sports, and soon stopped attendnng classes. His
· ·h
1
Itt'
wt'th h' £ th b k d
·
0 r der t o exp Iam t e event eads to one or several
rea ons
1s a er ro e own. He b ecame vtrpersons . However, this theory falters on two main
tually invisible to most peole at school,; and was remem
points. First, it ~s inherently elitist. Thsat is, it
bered only for carrying a guitar around all the time
.
d a1 H' kl
· d h
,. assumes t h at t h e great, dar k secrets of our society are
an d trave 1mg a great e . m ey jome t e Nazi
hidden in the closets of the rulers. This is not true.
Party, but was dismissed because they felt that his "polThere most certainly is a dark secret ~f our society
itical extremism" was disruptive. His relationship with
but it is not to be found in some. file cabinet in the
his father completely collapsed. Then a few years
CIA building. I,t is found in the mines, in West
ago, Hinkley fell in love with actress Jodi t<oster, who
Virginia, in the factories of Ym"1 .g~town, Ohio, in
bears a striki resemblance to Hinkley's mother,
the schools, in the streets. 1'he secret we should concern Jodi, at an earlier age.
·
ourselves with is not who killed Kennedy, but rather
Foster starred in the movie Taxi Driver. The
who is it taht fights the ~ day to day struggle against the
movie portrayed at man who in an attempt to win
rich and powerful which so often flusters and angers
her love attempts to murder a U'S' Senator. Hinkley
them? Large numbers of ~.,;:dinary people in conflict with wrote letters to Jodi Foster telling her that to win
their exploitation is the dark secret that it is ever so
her love he would shoot the president. Reagan, powerdifficult to ftnd even on the pages of the allegedly·
ful, respected, outgoing, resembles the . very traits which
enlightened.
make Hinkley's fther what he is.
The second failure of the conspiracy theorists
What happened is clea:r. Hinkley, the son of an oil
is that invariably the assasination must be under
company owner, began to hat~ the life-style of his famstood as an act of those who supposedly omnipolly and that which awaited him. He tu~ned first to
tently rule · the co~ try. A " power control group"
music and then to extremist politics in his search for
is fvrmed in the minds of these theorists, a group
meaning. Hinkley was literally invisible as an artist
which knows everything you and I think and which
and a person in a world where only powerful a.nd respectruns everything and cannot be successfully opposed. .
ed businessmen get notice. For this he hated his father.
It is a theory which believes tbotQ.nything involving
When he found no answer among the Nazi Party which
injury to the powerful must somehow b~ the result
had lost whatever committment it had ever had, Hinkof the manipulations of the more powerful. An·ley felt abandoned. The option of leaving his sCI'Cial
.other example of this theory is the U'S' claim that
class was not available to him, although he hated it.
world terrorism must somehow flow from the Kremlin
He could not leave the business world and jon the workrather than stemming from frustrations of ordinary
ing class for that would not gain him the respect and
people which lead thell! to act which harm the
attention which he needed, if he had. There is no real
· powerful.
option of joining a mening·f\, j political left yet in
Well, I am going to di.sapoint you all, be.:ause
this country or Hinkley would never have become a
I will reject. all of these eye catching theories. InNazi. Thus he turned towards the only love object
stead, I will ~ttempt to discuss the maning of what
he had left - his mother - represented by J odic
----------------~~-~-·- --·-

--

- -

------ -

- -- - - -

-- - -

Foster. The act of shooting the
States was subjectively the ~orageous ad of a lonely
young man of the ruling class, a man who despised
power and wealth and the lack of meaning in a life
, where only those things are valued. It wa an act which
will put the ruling class of this country on notice
that their values have not been completely transmitted
to their youth even if they had been "good" parents
as Kinkley's were. Love is not enough to compensate
for a corrupt life when raising your kid. I feel very
sorry for John W. Hinkley • for he has suffered much
and he attempted th e only act left to him to gain any
love and attention and to strike back at insincerity in
his world -he tried to love ht's mother and kill ht's
father.
I feel sorry also for the rest of us. The fact is
that the tone of the populus is not one of horror at
the near tragedy. A black messenger in New York was
quo.t ed as saying of Reagan "He cuts; he gets cut."
A black man standing next to a friend of mine
a
restaurant announced the mws of the assasination attempt by saying gleefully, "He was white!".
Meanwhile, the same day, came the announcement

in

of yet another black child killed in Atlanta. This
story of course, came right after Reagan's on the news
roports. Announced back to back, the two sto~ies
had a careful intertwining - a collective meaning which
I have not entirely decyphered. The point is that nobody in power has cared very much about twenty-two
dead black children. Nobody cared much about Johf\
Hinkley. Well, there are many in the population who
don't ·care much about Ronald Reagan. 11te murders of
black children and the attempted assasination of the
president are both acts of violence by people who,
living in a complex, uncaring society, have lashed out
in sick, deadly ways. Please don't think I equate the
two - the murders of the black children are far more
hideous and unforgiveable. But the point here is the
cause for violence. The violence of the Reagan administration's policies, their viscious attack on working and
poor people1the violence of the system that hasn't
acted yet in Atlanta to comfort frightened people, this
is the real cause of the violence of John W. Hinkley.
The real answer to such acts is for us to build a social
movement in ths country which will transform our
lives, bring meaning to those who lack it, and create
a society that loves and cares for its memories. When
we have accomplished that, it will be precisely those who
will resist us most - the Ronald Reagans and the John
Hinkley Sr.'s- who will benefit the most. For they
will be safe from the results of their own actions. All
in all the assasination attempt on President Reagan was,
as Malcohn X. said of the Kennedy assasination twenty
years ago, a case of the chickens coming home
to roost.
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THE WONDERS

OF
.,

INTRAMURAL
BASKETBAll

..

BRUCE HANDLEMAN

/
have gon:e into these abandoned houses and have begun to relive

For the past couple of weeks a number of moderately 'ilTia.i1
thier lives...
groups of bodies have been congr~gating on Bard's ~ormo~
Mchael: Do they play basketball?
basketball c~urt between,the hours of 8:00 and 10:00. .GenBruce: I don't lmow, I don't know. They call themselves part
erally, the groups break into opposition sponsering such titles as
of a no future movement. Is there any alliance between... ?
'Ihe Academics, The Gunners, Uttle Future, Faculty Staff, and
Kratos: Yeh, they've ~hed us play basketball, they get it
of course, No Futi.tre. -For a total of forty minutes two opposing
'
through the newspapers.
attempting
teams battle over tht round object called a basketball,
we couldn't
cheerleaders,
our
They've
anti-coach)
(the
Ken:
·
to place it in their resrective targets. Well, same teams lose, others
been sitting .
just
they've
So
game,
this
for
over
flight
a
arrange
win, but they all play Intramural Basketball.
·
'
Future".
"No
screaming
there
over
Ihun;day,March 19th) the 9:.)() game wtveiled
Nbvement.
International
Kratos:
'l11e
cham{>s,
reigning
an unexpected flair of excitement as the
Bruce: 'They call tl1emselves anarchists, do you espouse such
Gunners, led by captain'Pat Downs, were drama_tically chal.
·
beliefs?
lenged by the 'te;un No Future, the eternal wtderdop. l11e undefeated Gunner5 struggled to a 57-56 viet~ over No F~ture that Mchael: You've seen us play.
&uce; Well, I thol.Jght you had a lot of organization out there,
extended into triple overtime. The experi~ced Gunn~s m:t
I don't lmow.
unexplained
by
pJopclled
be
will
and
is,
was,
which
No Future,
(the anti-coach): Oh no, that's just a front.
Ken
has
spiritual anarchistic chaos. (The No Future phenomen~n
Anarchy is a perfect order with no teacher, its antiMchael:
been investigated in a series of interviews that have found a _
.
leader.
home in these pages) The game was tense and fill~d ~th exciteseems
lhere
bit.
a
back
moVe
me
let
back,
move
me
Let
Bruce:
ment as No Future rallied again and again, determined to give
seasons,
two
past
these'
through
back
to have been, as I have looked
1he Gunners the heebie-geebies. With the extended frantic play,
a founding father, Mr. Alan :M:::Pheely.
many players and fans fouled out: Thoughts such as "This is
(Applause!!!) (Yeah!!)
dissolved
and
flourished
call"
bad
fuck:in'
a
was
''It
insane" and
can you say on one han.d that you're, ah, without a leader
How
such
will
into the night and the Genesee Oeam Ale. Never agian

a game be duplicated. In the end The Gunners remain the undefeated champbns and No Future remains No Future.

will be printed in two parts because I did
1his interview
not have time to transcribe the whole interview and so you don't
get bored. Here is what was 'said and heard on the evening of
.March 19th upstairs in the Observer office. Conducted by Bruce

Handehnan.
Bruce: What would you find would sum up tonight's victory/

defeat?
Kratos: An empirical loss and~ morallvictory.
Bruse: You were playing the Gunners, the league~ there's
no question about it. 'Ibey're undefeated two seasons straight...
John: Well Bruce, fascism takes many different forms. Not
that I would like to call anyone a fascist, but it does take many
different forms.

Mchael: 'There's the asswipe fascists and the dick ...veed fascists. ..
Kratos: AnJ the scwnbag_fascists.
Mchael: And.then there's the Gunners fascists!!
Alan: Yah, ah, they got some nice guys on their team. Our guys
are nicer. I like our guys.
Brut.:: Yesterday I was reading in the New Yctk Tunes there
was an article somew,here in the bulk of the text about a group
of squatters in, I think it was Berlin, Berlin, GermanY• who

Bruce: So ilien this indeed, as I taught before I ~ here foc
the interview, an att~ 1· ,pt to bring philosophy to the basketball
court?
Mchael: It's not how you play the game, it's whether you get
layed or not.
Kratos: 'That's it. He's got it!!
&:uce: 1here's some connection in your mind between plillosophy and sex?
Kel}: No, it's basketball and sex.
Pruce: Then there's no relation between philosophy and sex?
E1io: Just think of tlle phallic symbol of a basketball.
.Kratos: Hey, what do you think it is wh_en the basketball
swishes through the net?
Alan: Anyone got a match?
Bruce: Do you feel when you miss it's like the withdrawal
method?
Kratos: It's like cumin'" early. But when you get the rebound it's
like multiple orgasm.
Eruce: It would be good if every~ne -would ta ~ one at a titre.
Flio: 0.1(.

Ken: O.K.
Kratoo: O:K:
Alan: QK.'
E'lio: 0 K. Captain, what do you sa.y?
yet you kve such a strong leader?
Mchael: I think Ted De-wsnap should say someth:ng, because h1
Mchael! He's an anti-leader. He's like Ken Kesey.
got a lot of reboundS and he's been a tough son of a bitch the
_
.
Flio: Jack Kerouac.
whole entire season.
¥chael: You know how Ken Kesey ate .more acid than everyTed:
one else, ...vell our captain ate more basketballs than anyone else . . Ken: And he knows how to pivot, too.
Alan: (Hysterical M:Pheelyesque laughter)
Ted:
Bruce: Do you have a comment o~ that,captain M:Phe~ly?
_ Kratos: (screaming) Boy, can that man pivot, wow!
In unison: ANTI-CAPTAIN!!!
Ted:
Alan: Ah! Ah .. .let's see, ah...I had fun this season. You know,
Mcha.el: How much tape do we got?
Ted:
I think everybody had fun.
Bruce: We got a lotof tape, I don't know how much I'm going
Jolm: Everyone gave one hundred and ten!!
to listen to though.
Alan: \\!hose this John guy?
Ted:
Alan: ] ohn Callahan, Johnny O'c::alkhan!!
Kratos: YOU'D BETIER LISTEN 1D ALL OF IT
John: IRA all the Wd.y!!!
Commotion
Alan: We had a lot more fun than the winners, I think.
Bruce: shhhhhhhh. One at a tilre!!
Mchael: Than the who!.r rest of the league.
Ted:
Kratos: Our game was beyond morals, beyond good, beyond evil ...
To be continued. ..
Plio: We di~'t play to win or lose, we just plaged.
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~BOLD w

ADOLPH~

500 mgs. Spirulina Plankton*

ANNANDALE HOTEL

150 mgs. Ginseng Powder
100 mgs. Bee Pollen

*

"l50 mgs. Papaya Em:vme

Nature's Whole Food

100% Vegetable, 70% Protein
100 Tablets 1000 Mg. $16.85 PP

Distributed By:
~
MILAN TRADING CO.

THURS SPECIALS
AND NOW
LOOK FOR
MONDAY SPECIALS

RD No.2 Box 203
Red Hook, New

Y~rk

12571

Feod s.n.t Ut•taln:

Sunday.Wednescky, 12pm-2am
lbunday-Satunlay•. 12pm·2 :30am
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'
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MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE
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Friday• 10pm~
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Stnce 1938
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RHINEBECK BICYCLE SHOP

er

shop

BEEKMAN ARMS BARN
RHINEBECKt NEW YORK 12572
914-876-4025

7$1.6492

RALEIGH*ROSS•PEUGOT

PANASONIC BICYCLES

and Used Records
IMPORTS:
ROCK

~~

9-G

We Service all Makes

JAZZ

LANES~

CLASSICAL

*

cur.olfi'S

UNDERGROuND OOM.IX
STRINGS
POETRY BOOKS

open every day

USED BOOKS

flOU'r£ 9G-RHINEBECK-876-6300

10% OFF OF PARTS AND LABOR TO

BARD STUDENTS WITH THIS AD

*

HOURS:

TINKER ST. WOODSTOCK, N.Y
·8276

Tuesday-Friday 10 to 6
Saturday

10 to 5

Anton Chekhov's play

UNCLE VANYA
ICE CREAl PARLOR

DESIGNERS • GOLDSMITHS
specializing in:

• DIAMOND SETTING

• REMOUNTING
• REPAIR WORK
• ANTIQUE RESTORATION
All Work Done on Premises
DISCREET DISPOSITION OF ESTATE JEWELRY

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-6
Closed Sunday

32 East Market Street
Rhinebeck, N.Y. 12572
(914) 876-4585

opens on April 11 at the theater in Preston,

AlB
LINCHEDIETTE
1! EAST IAIIET ST.

BECl

The production, directed by Eugene Kalish 1

will run until April 14.
Performances are at 8 PM,
with a Sunday matinee at 3P'M
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LOCAL EVENTS·
IN THE Area:
Evaluation of Raymond
April
Foery, 4:30 committee
Rooms, Bard College
8:
El salvador, another
Viet Nam? Film with
April
speaker Murry Knoll.
Ulster Count Comm.
Co~lege •. C~ll 626-0682
April
for more info.
10-11: Catskill Ballet,SUNY
·New Paltz. 7:30,McKenna April
12:
Peace Center Meeting,
Trinity Methodist Church
7;oo;Hooker & so.Hamilton,
Poughkeepsie.
.
PEACE
14:
Bard College Teach-In
~
on El Salvador. Call
.April
Felice Shays for info:
758-6822,ex. 326
15:
Tax Day Protest. Noon
.rally ~ill include speaker from N.Y.Cispes.
Downtown Poughkeepsie.
17:
International Magic
Spectacular. Mid-Hudson
Civic Center,Po'k. 7:30,
April
$3:00 adults.
18:
Utopia. Mid-Hudson Civic
Center, Po'k. Tix:9:50
@ 8:00.

April 8:
April

April
April

April

April

April

April

a.>",

..

8PM 11Trilateral Planning
in the '80's 11 with Holly
Sklar, @ the Marxist
Schook,l51W.l9th st. 7th
Fl.
989-6820
21:
8PM Poetry Reading w/
.Amira Baraka,Will'm Kunstler & Piri Thomas, at
24:
the Marxist School,l51W.
19th St. 7th Fl. 989-6820
Tix: $9:00.
Peacesmith House Square
Peace Sabbath Mini-Confer- April 10:
26:
Dance Comm. Methodist
ence. Mt. St. Mary's
Church, Massapequa.$3:00
College, Newburgh @ 1:30.
516:798-0778
April 10-12: Feminism and Militarism
AND PROTEST CALENDAR
Conference for Women,sponsered by the War Resister's
9-15: WEEK OF PROTEST A.T THE
League , in Dingman' s Ferry,
~~ERNAL REVENUE SERVXCE:
PA.Reg. in advance.212:228Leaflet the IRS at 120
0450.
.Church St.(Arrest is
April 11:
Islanders Redirecting Taxlikely if you leaflet
es for Survival(IRS)will
inside the IRS building:
leaflet Long Island IRS
Nonviolence Training reoffice. Suffolk:516:286quired) For more info:War
8824.
Resisters League,228-0450 April 12:
Nuclear Warheads in N.Y.
8 PM Reelpolitik (at Col~:
Stater The first cruise
umbia} presents "Workers
missiles will be moved
Film and Photo League:
to NY State today. "All
1930-1935" at Earl Hall,$2.
Road Lead To Rome" DEMON_
280-5113
STRATION in Rome,NY at
Griffiss Air Force Base.
315-475-4822
21:

John McLaughlin,Al DiMeola April 9:
& Paco DeLucia,Mid-Hudson
civic center,Po'k. Tix:
$8:00 & $9:00. @ 8:00.
Syoko Aki Violin,SUNY
New.Paltz.B:30 McKenna,
April 10:
Tix: $2:00.
Chuck Mangione, Mid_Hudson
Civic Center,Po'k. 8:00.

•-;.,._

.April 13:

Washington Lobby Day:COPUS,
- working in qonjunction with
Peter Peyser, h~s de~,ignated April 13
as the day when hundreds of students f
from across the nation will be urged t
to go to Washington to lobby against
proposed cuts in student aid. All
ISC schools should begin to plan ways
to bring students to Washington. One
.possible idea:student govs. from neighboring school~ ,might poo.l their resourses and send a busload of.students to
Wash. Any sc~ool seeking assistance
in organizin9 a group to go to Wash.
sho~ld contact the ISC office.
April 14:
7:30 PM MFS General
Meeting."The Soviet
Threat:Myth or Menace?"
135 W.4th St~ 673-1808.

April 14:
Young People's Lobby for
. Jobs in Washington DC. Young Workers
Liberation League. 929-1427
April 14:
8PM"The Chemical Industry:
Worker's Hazards" with Naomi Fatt,
Mike McClann and Eric Scherzer, at
the Marxist School,151 W.l9th,7th Fl.
989-6820
April 15:
Tax Day Rally at the IRS,
120 Church St. NYC @ noon. 228-0450
April 15:
8PM NYU Sage Energy Group
presents ''we are the Guinea Pigs" at
Loeb # 513.777-8995.
April 16:
8PM,"Western Capatalist
Coii\J?etit:i,on a,nd The Th:i,rd World" w/ Jeff
.
~rieden and Cheryl Payer at the Marxist·
Schqol,l51 Wl9th.7th £~.989-6820.
April 17:
7PM WIN Poetry Reading
with Dan Horn and Dennis Haseley,$2,@
~fayette st; 624-8337
NEW YORK

CITY
C.

J

.1ft the Clubs

THEAIER·
RUSSIAN ROuLETTE and PAS-

SION OF FRANKENSTEIN- A
play about a Huuprian couple. written and directed by.
and starrln& Alan A. Gabor;
In repertory with Robert
Komfeld's play, directed by
~. ~. ~1~ ~w.

18th st. (8111-'11181)

_April 17:
8PM"Human Body Movement"
a talk with slides with Valentina
Litvinoff, at the Marxist Schoo.
April 21:
8PM"Agent orange Update'"
with Tod Ensign and Michael UhL, at
the Marxist School.
April 22:
8PM "The Closing of the
Urban Frontier" at the Marxist School.
April 23:
8PM"Reagan and u.s. Capatalism" with Alan Wolfe and David
Under, at the Marxist School.
April 24:
7 and 9:30 PM, the film,
"Alambrista" at the Marxist School.
Apri~ 25:
7 & 9:30PM "Alambrista 11
(See April 24 listing)
April 25:
Energy Fair at Marymount
college, call wesPAC, 914: 682-0488,
for details.

play by
Harry Sepll, pt!IU trf;:l by
Stage Left. Off <Alter, 4311 w.
18th St. (871-~ aoeeuext
Sun.
. i

HEAVEN CAN WAIT - A

WIDOWS- A drama aboUt tbe
struggle of tbree African
women to overcome oppnemve (l(IOdltioniJ of life 1n South
. Atrk:a written by .MflmdJ
Vundla. Directed by Vantile
E. Whittiekl. Henry Street
Settlement, 4IJII Grmd St.
(1188-0400)

.HALF-I.ft A comedy by
Julian llltchell about a retired tlliiiCher. ftnt J)l'flfJeQted
by tbe. Madoaal Tbeater In
London In IJTI. Directed b.r
Jane Stanton. WCIIIdedlone.
DE. 4th St. (53S.S8811)
liT '1'\lln . . . FLOP -.owl.
-A revue c:oocetved and directed by Vlncleot Napoli.
Greenwicb
rr Bamnr
St. (J4UUOO)
. THE HOSTAGE Brendan
Beban'aatudy otllte blaDubUa brothel. vtntqe 1151. DIrected bJ laD Stuart. Trlalty.
w. lOOtb. St. (22UM1)

aou-.

*c:soee. Sat.

OLD TIMES - Harold Pinter's
1971 play. atapcl by Jerry
Engelbech. SoBo Rep, Itt
Mercer St. (t25-2588)
OUTWARD BOUND - A revival
of Suttoa Vaoe'a 1.123 play.
Ten Ten Players, 1010 Park
Ave., at 85th St. (JII8-3H8)
Cloeea nezt Sun.

POP, FOLK
AND ROCk
In Concert
I!HRICO IIACIM- SJnaer-oom-

BURNING SPEAR Reggae.
Bond International, Bway at
-45th St. 1bur.-Fri.
C8GB and OMFUG - Tues.:
Hoy Boy in the Doys; Kool
Rays; UtensilB. Wed.: LemmJngs; Humans; Cheeky.
Tbur.: Jeff and Jane Hudson;
Divine .Mooocbon:L Fri.:
Mande Dahl; Karyn Satin
and the Bedsbeets; Tblrd
. Division. Sat.: Socfal CJimb..
er; Tromploy; Tblrd DlvisiOD. 315 Bowery.

PRIVATES - Tues..: Pri1kmers
of lloc:k and Roll. Thur.: Sir
Doul)as Quintet. Prl:. Hazel
O'Cmmer; lJae Hit Men. Sat.:
SecretAtfalr. ~~ 8SC.faSt.

~.FdtFwum.~

Square Gardea. Sun., AprilS,
7:30.
I!UZAIIIETH
SWADOS . "Lyrics and LyriclSts. •• DJ
St. Y, ~ Lex. Ave. SUn.,
Aprii$-Moa•• 8.
•
.
UTOPIA- PaDadlum, 14th St..'·
.....,_ Tldrd and FOurth
AWf. Sat., 7:30.

EUZAIIETK ZELWI -

Slugel'~

.,..writer. Hobo Medium,
351 E. 7-fUt St. Sua., A(ldJ. 5, 7,

'IITZ -

SUn., April 5: Big

Youth, Soul Syndicate, Are
Angels. Bush Tetras. Wed.:
Adam and tbe Ants. Fri.:
Budcly Milea Sbow, Mombeam. Sat.: Roctata. 11th St.
between Third and Fourth

Aves.

TRAMPS- Sun., April 5: SOnny
Kenn and tbe Wild Ideas.
Mon.: Albert Co!Uns. Tues.:
Uptown Horns. Wed.: Clar~
ence ..Gatemoutb" Brown.
Thur.: Barrelhouse Blues
with Texas Slim. Fri.-Sat.:
8am "Lightenin' " Hopldns.
125 E. 15th St.

TRAX- Tues.: Bjg Spender;
Syntax Error. Wed.: MUler,
Miller, Miller and Sloane.
Thur.: Bernie Shanahan;
.Troublemaker. Fri.: Chita
Chrome; Mr. Lucky; El
Futuro. Sat.: Hooks; Catholic

Girls. 100 W. 72d St.

Jm·
·GiiiERY - Fri.: Eo..
banks, with CbarleB on piano;
Robin, trom.bme; Davidbull, «evm. guitar, and
Steve McCaU, dnJ.au. Sat.:
Sarah McLawler &nd the Bil
Apple .Jazzwomeo. 55 w. 19th

St.

JOE PASS- Fat Tuellday"s. 110

lbirdAve. Tues.-aext~
· SOUHDSCAPE -Tues., 9:30:
Afro.Cuban Jazz. Tbw., 8:30:
Jimmy Lyon~. Fri., 8:30-: Bill
Smith Ensemble. Sat., 3;30:
Milo Fine Jazz Ensem... ~
W.52dSt.

